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Preface 

 

Initially published on 1st July 2013, updated on 4th July 2013, 

This recently updated edition contains factual rectifications and grammatical 

corrections, making improvements to both the text’s consistency and quality. This is 

in dedication to my loyal accomplice and mentor who will remain anonymous, an 

American-Aspergian autodidactic scholar of meta-political arts. To him, I convey my 

dearest gratitude. A Contents index has also been added. 
 

The confines of my skull, in its largesse, probably contain some of the most deeply 

entrenched yet valuable regalia yet unearthed. 
This information contains many truths, some of which you may find unpleasant. 

Standing ill to fate, provided she exists more than to provide the abstract-decisis 

justification to nakedly coerce will; particularly that of another fine matron, that of 

Nature; is civilization as we know it, potentially along with my own life, standing 

perilous per this endeavour’s inherent precarity. 

Covering many subjects, from socio-politics to theology, in no particular order, are 

the below-following facts concerning the agents of these various tendencies, 

competing for the final remaining spoils of the commodities which they pry 

underhanded, people included. A certain fear holds over me, that I may provoke 

scrutiny, prospectively from formidable forces of unrelent. Little matters anymore in 

this world very imminent in its gradual approach towards apocalypse and complete 

dissolution; what little I can do will be for naught, so I only leave these words as a 

guideline for a new people, a post-Armageddon new world, unrestrained by either the 

order or odour of the pervasive ones.  

From what I see, society, too, particularly in the West, has given up, and it was as 

inevitable as it was slow, yet sure, in coming; everyone now just wishes to whimper, 

drowning out their pains through a vicarious life experience simulated empirically 

(that I have come to term the ‘empirical gutter’) through television, intoxicants, 

narcotics, orgies of sexual nymphomania, sweet nothings, petty interpersonal drama 

and perpetual gang conflicts and spying sprees. 

Waiting in line amongst a long queue of fellow useless eaters to perish immemorially, 

they leave nothing of value to history, perhaps a fitting price duly exacted by it from 

their abandonment of faith. 

The greatest expression of this abandonment must come in the form of the collective 

apathy that the general public take to any issue political, sociological, philosophical, 

economical, or racial. They are, through stasis, lethargy and intransigence, stuck at an 

impassive vicissitude erected in barrier form, as the result of Jewish propagandist 

interests, and through those, fast descending the labyrinth through which Ariadne, in 

the Greek myth of Ariadne’s Thread, was found entrapped, from deviating and 

dissenting Zeus’ command. They are stuck in the deceptive demagoguery of the 

Epicurean tyranny of hedonism, justified by Aristotlean logical despotism, on which 

Marxist dialectics are extrapolated, upon which intellectual and moral subjectivism 

are further elucidated still. This is the approximate chronological, epistemological and 

etymological aspersion on which these trends had progressed, and the dreary future 

they portend. 

Publication of future volumes ultimately depends on feedback. So it is in my trustful 

hope that suggestions should be forthcoming from the readers. 
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 CHAPTER 1: THE JUDEO-NEGROIDIC ALTRUISTIC DEPENDENCY-

CHARITABILITY CYCLICAL PONZY-SCHEME MENTALITY 

 

“Trust not any radical, nor revolutionary, nor self-proclaimed prophet; even if 

those utterances they batedly bequeath seem truthful, or conjure brilliant ideas, 

action speaks more to the human soul than verbose meanderances. Just look at 

the Lyndon LaRouche PAC, and their ilk, to understand that even with the 

truth can people be scammed.” – Anonymous 

 

For slavery, do the negroidic mudraces definitely have reason to offer their pitiful 

thanksgiving to the faux-colonial conspiratorial masters who pretended to “enslave” 

them over 300 - 600 years ago, or at least as the revised chronologies of contemporary 

conventional have to attest, at the behest of these very same forces for the supposed 

benefit of the truly enslaved, our men, in our now-occupied lands, out-scaling any 

exploitation supposedly exacted upon any partition of the African continent. 

 

“Slavery,” as it is alleged in the historically revisionist nomenclature of our culturally 

Marxistic overlords, thus ideologically prejudiced predilections insidiously infused in 

as much an indoctrinate agenda in the public discourse, was tantamount to an 

elaborate and in many circumstances, illustrious welfare programme, not exploration 

to destroy and conquer, but exploration to build up; to construct, not demolish; it is 

not in the nature of White man, in all of his ingenuous prowess, to wantonly bulldoze 

over foreign lands in a restless pursuit for exploitative spite. On this point, Yockey is 

definitely on score. Yet, with those whom control the media, the historical discourse, 

the education of our youth, among other institutions, it is no surprise that they, the 

ethnogenically-pervasive ones, seek to project deficiency and deflect blame. 

 

Rather what stood in our nature, as was inherent to the reality of our pursuit in the 

African wasteland, a wasteland that stood barren before we deployed our stations on 

shore there, was to embark on a transformative endeavour.  

 

Using the capacity intrinsic in our lifeblood to take mastery over destiny and ascend 

from Nature’s cruel tyranny which had been instrumental in degenerating over 

thousands of years a race that, had they shared this talent, might have stood some 

chance in taking reigns of the matriarchal terrine, confronting head on the unfortunate 

travesty of their coincidental circumstance; one is left no choice, when a people are 

too savage, too mercenary, too barbarian to take proper initiative in advancing 

constructive development off the back of their own innovation, that one’s people then 

must take any foreign invasion and influence as a blessing. 

 

The failure of the Liberia project to prosper, which saw great investment and attention 

from their American beneficiaries, was no fault of ours. Likewise, the tribal hostility 

basal to the aggressive, barbarous African, often spurring those among their ranks to 

pitch themselves against each other, contributing to a lack of racial cohesion in any 

case except among the gentrified, bestial slave-descendents of the West, is something 

again solely blameworthy upon them.  

 

Hufschmid correctly points out; African Americans would not have even been born as 

their ancestors would have been killed by their fellow African tribes who sold them 

into slavery. 



The negroid in the West is a creature educationally socialized into civility and, while 

marginally more intelligent than his fossilized ancestral forebears on the continent, 

only as a product of miscegenation; the average negro is, in this turn of the 21st 

century, 25% European in heritage, that is to say, it is likely they have either a white 

grandparent, or two white great-grandparents; the latter is an arrangement that has 

grown in prevalence as the blacks have now grown a hypocritical resilience in 

persistently upholding their own racial preservation interests.  

 

For all of the pretentiousness inculcated into them by a curriculum manipulatively 

distorted by the archons, transforming into drones these mindlessly absorbing rote-

regurgitative parroting mimetically pathogenic mimickers, biased to advantageously 

beneficing the neuro-psychologically effeminate proclivities of the verbose mullato 

and the garrulous female, and an especially grotesque trait-amalgamation of the 

aforesaid, the Negress, whilst they are systematically destroying the system for the 

rest of us, forcibly coercing us into, now as ideologically failed as they are physically 

dilapidated, public educational institutions which have made their active declaration 

of war on masculinity and the idiosyncratic intricacies of the autistic mind (of which 

even borealized – White – neuronegroidal males share some similarities, upon the 

fruits bared by which the Aspergian proto-Europids had reaped, benefiting from 

following the coat-tails of the brave proto-Celtoic North African migrants who made 

the intrepid journey to, and racial evolution through the conditions of, Ice Age 

Europe,) the negro does himself disservice by rallying impertinently in a stand of 

defiance against his Samaritans, in the name of “civil rights,” a codeword for the 

institutional destruction of a cultural basis for the maintenance of a pan-European 

traditional civilization upon which the blood and tears of toiling preceding 

generations worked tirelessly to built. How spiteful!  

 

Many truths lay certain with their breed: it is true that the negroid does less than his 

part in society as is, and subtracts from it with each action of recalcitrance in 

perceived retaliation for the (non-existent) iniquities supposedly performed upon his 

precedents, whether that be nominally notarized a matter of “civil rights,” 

“affirmative action,” or “racial equality.” It is true that they are easily cajoled into 

begrudgement so that for them to get over it is an especially enormous task, either for 

those Whites who, bravely though foolishly, attempt to appeal to their diminished 

sense of reason, or for those few of their race wise enough to see light of their 

situation. And it is especially true, that in spite of the rhetorical doggerel that their 

leftist rabble-rousers spew in acclamation of the “human race,” it is clear they mean 

their race. It is clear they mean that the blacks should go all out in achieving their 

subjugation of a racial minority growing rapidly extinct on our planet – the real 

international minority of the northern European – to the merciless unrelenting barrage 

of their tide, in order to wipe “Whitey cracka” from the face of the Earth, so as to 

achieve the melding of our fine pedigree into a mediocrity of “humanist” dredgery, of 

beasts of burden dragging upon the greatness of refined heritage to drag the 

primordial stew up from its trough. 

 

The slavery of yore as practiced on their behalf at our merciful charitability, and I 

argue, a disproportionately suicidal charitability of the most foolishly surrendering 

altruism to what amounted a race of thieving scumbags, was an existence far 

outstripping any experienced in their prior history (of which there is inscribed little; 

their society was illiterate and innumerate), for which they should be thankful! 



 

Let us move onto another non-White race, slightly more refined in constitutional 

integrity and potentially a divergent break away from its own path of proto-Aryanid 

evolution, the Mongoloid; in particular though, the most miscegenated of their race 

which stands in similar peril to our own due to its intermingling with the Austral 

fractions on the southern reaches of their borders, the Chinese. I have discussed them 

in previous works on racial ethnology and genealogy, once entertaining, of course 

hypothetically, whether they indeed are the pinnacle of human development.  

 

Let us make the obvious observational maxim: the constitutional integrity of one’s 

ethnological breed, one’s race, is inextricably connected and interrelated with one’s 

potential capacity for upwardly mobile progression upon class-climatic socio-

economical-(and potentially political) lines. Those intelligent, wealthy, and 

prosperous of the negroid race only are so due to their relative distance from negroids 

and for that matter, lack thereof dissimilarity to 

Europeans (for those quadroons and octoroons very 

mildly tinged with the miscegenate scourge in recovery 

from racial degeneration with eventual remission to, at 

the very least, proto-Celtoical ethno-forma standards,) 

and so it follows that it becomes more of a rarity, and 

some would contest even a curiosity meriting scrutiny, 

that the finest of those noblest of breeds finds its calibre 

replicated in those strands subordinate in order to it. 

This is a basic principle of raciology. (For an 

introduction to elementary scientific racialist concepts, 

see Chapter 4.) 

 

Positing the observation that the old Chinese dynastic 

aristocracy had eventually engaged in interbreeding 

with Mongolian infiltrators (c.f. Kubla Khan) is attested 

by the aforeconcluded. Backing the assertion of their 

superiority by comparison to the composite aggregative 

Han Chinese racial demographic population with the 

clearest of physical evidence, the outer-cranial shell of 

the encephalon (skull, also referred to by some as the 

brainpan), which shows these traits of degeneration in 

Chinese exemplars by comparison to Mongoloids: 

decreased circumference of brainpan, cephalic indices 

(see Figure 1: Cranial Index Categories) showing the 

marked morphological transformation of their cranial 

proportions from an aggregate range of brachycephalic 

indices at the mean to upper-mesaticephalic ones – 

understand that morphological manifestations do not 

have a direct bearing on characteristic harboured by 

humans as a sum-composite racial conglomerate but 

specific to each breed; humans are not one phytogenetic 

mass but different cladistic strands – which, on 

correlative gradients within the pan-Austro-Mongoloid 

contingent connect with decreased visuo-spacial 

intelligence and enhanced verbal adeptitude with diminished semantically 

Figure 1: Cranial Index 

Categories 



substantiative, meaningful speech (resulting in glib, psychopathic behaviours 

resembling a corporate executive, a ruthless warlord, and what have you), and the 

classic trait of their kind oft-misattributed to the influence of Confucian 

traditionalism, their unopenness to experience, a trait measured in personality 

psychometric scores in studies published in “The Bell Curve,” of which its greatest 

severity was found manifest in southern Chinese populational samples compared to 

other Mongoloids, though stereotypical replications of this behavioural emanation 

were seen in them. 

 

These trends can be seen historically as well as in statistical analysis of their race’s 

genotypic psychometric measurements.  

Though the Japanese have been known for their farcical period of innovation known 

as the ‘Meiji restoration,’ which was essentially tantamount to sending convoys and 

emissaries of plagiarists to Western and Central European elite University campuses 

to plagiarise the sum-composite of the innovations and knowledge accumulated 

thereto, subsequent research and invention built upon the basis of these re-discoveries 

have largely been conducted independently thereof.  

The Koreans, though they had been up to a lot of scientific activity during our dark 

ages, have experienced repeated droughts, famines, and resultant internal strife which 

reduced their cultural to essentially a Warrior-code theifdom governed by the 

“Hwarangdo;” despite being shown genotypically smart (with a mean IQ in-between 

the supposed Ashkenazim average and the better European nations) and showing 

some stereotypical autistic memorisation strengths (best evidenced, perhaps, in their 

IQ score’s visuo-spacial and performance sub-functional section bias), their social and 

cultural cohesion is bounded together by the same weaknesses found in other 

neurotypical cultures, in particular superstition, gullibility and a proneness to magical 

thinking over-romanticizing the empirical over the ideal, and confusing ideation with 

quasi-schizophrenogenic prognostications of externalized wish-fulfilment. Their 

racial spirit is shown to be ill and thus they were not a people in any state, until this 

most recent half of the prior century just passed, fit to engage in any serious inquiry of 

human ingenuity. The Austro-Mongoloid North, a quasi-Communistic, quasi-

theological bureaucratic priestdom following a solipsistic credo, and the Japonified 

South, now one of the most industrious nations in the world, may yet again just stand 

to attest this raciological divide. It should also be unsurprising to hear that the Jews 

have yet to acquire their success in infiltrating or dominating any of the nations in any 

of the purer Mongolian nations lining the Pacific coast (even northern Korea, where it 

is rumoured their presiding statesman, Jong-un, shares sympathies with Hitler’s 

struggle and thoroughly enjoyed reading Mein Kampf), whilst in China they have a 

perpetual field-day at the aid and abettance of the CCP. 

 

Where do the Jews stand in all of this? It is obvious that they were behind the Meiji 

restorations so as to invoke fierce competition between the West and the East, 

destratifying the former’s workforce and instilling in indigenous White men an 

inferiority complex. Further to this still, though, their greater role permeates through 

the negroidic insurrection of Western nations through their “slavery”-guilting 

propaganda campaign per the agenda to mythologize the notion of “White privilege” 

into the mainstream narrative of socio-political discourse and, of course, their initial 

involvement in Anglo-Saxon and other colonial European explorations through the 

respective pan-Masonic plot which had set out to mongrelize the ruling bloodlines of 

those nations of the Goyim despised by the Jews uppermost: the Nordic Aryan man.



CHAPTER 2: A PRECIS ON FABIO-TROTSKYISM 

 

The Fabian and Trotskyist movements have separate backgrounds but are bound by a 

common vision of the creation of a kind of neo-serfdom for a global aristocracy of 

bureaucratic administrators and bankers. 

 

Fabianism and Trotskyism, in spite of their high fluting slogans and imagery is deeply 

rooted in tribalism, racial supremacy and imperialist chauvinism, and a desire to 

reduce other peoples to a heterogenized, featureless glop, a base material for them to 

mould into any tool necessitated. 

 

Trotskyism is a form of Crypto-Zionism which finds it's roots in the works of 

Friedrich Engels, and, as is implied in it's ideologies, in Frankist Bohemianism, a 

heresy within Judaism which declared Jacob Frank to be the long awaited Messiah 

and proclaimed the Law to be fulfilled and obsolete, and ultimately to the Qabbalah, 

upon which the true nature of Judaism and it's supremacist outlook reveals itself. 

 

It was founded by Leon Trotsky, a co-conspirator of Vladimir Illich Lenin and 

aspiring successor to the seat. Trotsky was a Jew born and raised and proud of his 

heritage, with almost a scholarly knowledge of Yiddish. He was also an ardent study 

of Rosicrucian-ism, the Illuminati and the various Oriental lodges and considered 

them to be a major influence for his goals for creating a one world Internationale. 

 

Trotsky and Lenin (who said of the Russian peasantry that "the "clever Russian" is 

almost invariably a Jew") worked together to create the Soviet Union, and 

immediately implement very unorthodox social reforms, including the creation of 

communal housing, crèches, boarding schools and farms, a lift on sodomy laws, 

gender equality in practically all levels of the industrial and bureaucratic apparatus 

and the abolition of marriage, all in the backdrop of the desecration of Churches, 

Mosques and Stupas and the repression of ethnic and racial minorities (who where, 

most ironically, branded as "racists" for their patriotism and secessionist separatism 

rather than melting into the communal collective of the Union of Socialist Soviet 

Republics). 

 

Trotskyism, after slight setbacks due to a stagnant economy and deeply entrenched 

social norms, was meticulously deconstructed during the Stalin regime, which, whilst 

still clinging to some general symbolism of equality, such as females serving in the 

military and factories, reversed the vast majority of Trotskyist social reforms, slowly 

morphing the Soviet Union into a kind of purely nationalistic, Russian Socialism, and 

since Stalin's ascendancy, Communism has become synonymous with Nationalism in 

general, and Slavic Nationalism in particular. 

 

Meanwhile, the remnant of the Trotskyist elite migrated back towards their Western 

homelands in order to implement their now modified and polished plans to create a 

one world totalitarian socialist serfdom. Since the death of their ideological prophet, 

Leon Trotsky at the hands of Soviet loyalists, The Trotskyists have all but wholly 

renounced any association with and actively denounce the activities and character of 

the Eastern Bloc, which they portray in the Western Media, which they largely 

control, as pseudo-Nazish in style and as the enemy of hedonistic atomization and 

democratic participatory freedom. 



 

The Cold War, quite ironically, lead to the greatest excuse for the Trotskyists to 

implement their atomization and destruction of traditionalism, under the guise of 

fighting against tyranny (even using the Soviet Union ITSELF as the very example of 

that which they where battling), all the while, authentic liberty, and the disciplines and 

internal character necessitated by such, was being corroded so as to make way for a 

new class of social worker and bureaucratic pencil pusher who would at once treat the 

symptoms of diseases which they where simultaneously inducing and encouraging in 

the masses, and it is in this contemptuousness especially that the very alien nature of 

those who direct and promote Trotskyism and Cultural Marxism reveals itself, as it 

becomes clear that those at the top see the common man as little more than a beast of 

burden who needs to be exploited by someone or another who is more clever than he. 

 

Trotskyism, which we have seen now is just a form of Jewish Supremacy and 

chauvinism against non-Jews, would not have proliferated so widely, however, if not 

for the similar aspirations of another people with a reputation for mass colonization 

and subjugation of other peoples, even other peoples within it's own race (as made 

evident in all the Continental wars throughout history). Another people who, quite 

strangely enough, have taken so much to their admiration for Jewry that they 

themselves have even attempted, quite clumsily and unconvincingly, to associate 

themselves with and graft onto the Hebraic bloodlines of Abraham.. 

 

The Fabian conspiracy is, for all practical purposes, just a progressivist version of the 

Anglo-Colonialist Agenda and seeks to create a One World Totalitarian Socialist 

Governance centered around the English Speaking world (otherwise known as the 

"Anglosphere"). 

 

Like the Trotkyist 4th International (of whom the Fabian movement's been intimately 

linked to even during the formative years when Karl Marx and Friedrich Engles 

where busy laying the foundations for what would eventually become the skeletal 

framework upon which Trotskyism would refine itself), Fabianism professes to be 

universalist in outlook and that it seeks to create a world of universal fraternity and 

equality, with the learned guidance of social engineers and intellectuals, but just like 

Trotskyism too the fact of the matter is that Fabianism is rooted predominantly on 

supremacist Imperial chauvinism, if in a more palatable, disarmingly auspicious 

projection of benevolence and liberation. 

 

The League of Nations and it's descendant, the United Nations, are the building plans 

for what amounts to a vast Anglocentric hegemony of the West (and eventually te 

East), created out of the dubious necessities of World Wars and the Cold War, both 

instances wherein the Fabians and sometimes the Trotskyists allowed the Soviet 

Union and the Third Reich to accrue power so as to act as foils to justify the creation 

of the far more powerful and exceedingly more dangerous infrastructure of the 

British-American war machine). 

 

Many of the first Fabian thinkers where ostensibly Marxists and usually members of 

the British aristocracy, such as many famous authors and scholars from Francis 

Galton, Charles Darwin's nephew, Bertrand Russell, George Bernard Shaw, Herbert 

George Wells, Julian Huxley, Woodrow Wilson and Franklin Delano Roosevelt, all of 

whom advocated and promoted the creation of a one world government, the 



establishment of the welfare state, Keynesian Economics, the abolition of marriage, 

communal crèches, the promotion of hedonist social policies and "Eugenics" (in 

accordance to collectivist, Anglocentric policies) in order to create a sort of adequate 

producer-consumer underclass. 

 

There is the possibility of intensive shared ascendancy between both Trotksyism and 

Fabianism due to their shared impetus in Qabbalism (in the case of Fabianism, by way 

of York and Scottish Rite Freemasonry), besides the obvious influence of Marxist 

teachings, which expresses itself historically in the writings of Francis Bacon, Albert 

Pike and even many of the Protestant reformers such as Martin Luther and John 

Calvin (both of whom taught very opposing variants of Freemasonic concepts, 

Calvinism being more in line with Western Freemasonry and Luther more consistent 

with Oriental Gnostic Hedonism, expressed later in the Ordo Templei Orientis and 

Thelema Cults). Freemasonry has become inseparable and inalienable from the 

Anglo, who can be said to in great part be a product of centuries of Freemasonic 

selection. 

 

It is also interesting the amount of symbiosis that the British have shown with the 

Jews, both sharing ideologies of Zionistic Manifest Destiny (an ideology that 

translates into little more than racial supremacy and subjugation and mass 

extermination of indigenous peoples), and the Philosophy of British Israelism (the 

theory that Anglos and Celts are in fact a Lost Tribe of Israel, manifesting in many 

sort of humbuggaries such as the Stone of Scone, supposedly Jacob's Pillar, and even 

the Merovingian Holy Grail fantasies from France).  

 

Both Trotskyists and Fabians also have massive historical support by the Rothschild 

banking family, which shows in the suspicious loyalty to central banking schemes in 

the dogma of both groups largely inspired by The Ten Planks of Engles' "Communist 

Manifesto". 

 

The biggest irony that one stumbles upon, in some degree of frigid horror at the 

implications, is that all throughout the Cold War (and, as a matter of fact, much 

earlier) we've ALREADY been living under a Socialist dictatorship, and that our 

finger-pointing at other socialist dictatorships, whether it be Stalin's Russia, Hitlers' 

Germany, or Kim Il Sung's Korea, all amounts to hypocritical projection, as it is only 

a matter of (somewhat obscured and decontextualized and misdefined) historical fact 

that they who seeded such concepts into these places to begin with are the very same 

who then as now control our very universe, as they control our very perception of that 

universe and our understanding of it's operations. 

 

This is where the likes of The John Birch Society, Joseph McCarthy, and many others 

within the spectrum of "The Right" where always caught off guard and completely 

left chasing elusive spectres throughout the shadows, as this is exactly what the REAL 

Communists wanted all along - Concentration on the going-ons of Eurasia and East-

Asia, whilst the operations of Oceana can remain unscrutinized, or only scrutinized in 

the context of deference to or infiltration by these foreign powers when the reality is 

that the leadership of our 1st World is no less foreign, nor for that matter friendly. 

 

The Cold War has been, then, not a battle between the Liberty of the Constitutional 

Republic against the Tyranny of Communist Autocracy, but rather a dirty war 



between two competing factions of Socialist Imperialists holding varying capacities of 

pretence to justify their own respective visions of Manifest Destiny, or, in a word: 

Israel and it's Temple Mount. 

 

To end this, let us recall the fundamental truth of the Qabbalah: There is nothing but 

God, and all things, including Satan himself, are but media, good and evil, through 

which God panthenistically expresses himself in his monastic mastery over that which 

is. 

 

Summed up in a maxim: Good is evil and evil is good... 



CHAPTER 3: THE PSEUDO-DIAGNOSTIC CATEGORIZATRION OF 

AUTISTS AS PATHOLOGICAL, SUBORDINATE UNDERMEN IN THE 

BRAVE NEW FEMME-ORDER 

 

A barometer of impending disaster is to befall the West very shortly, which the 

powers that be are preparing for through increased regulations and further 

pathologization of those individuals who as a collective group pose a realistic threat to 

their emerging hegemony; the increase in autistic "serial murderers" and "terrorists" 

ala Lanza, Brevik, et al. are symptomatic of a two-fold shift in Western civilization; 

one economic, and the other, cultural; both, nevertheless, representing a downward 

bearing towards Feudalist monarchism and individualistic nihilism. 

 

The West is an unsustainable corporatist bureaucracy thriving on hyperinflated fiat 

currency which is bound to succumb to financial hypohaemia, leaving the middle 

classes wholly vapourized and reduced to a vast serfdom ruled by corporate 

bureaucratic oligarchs who will thrive on the bulk of the remaining pittance of wealth 

which they've kept through their relentless barrage of taxation foisted upon the 

masses, not to mention their de facto (despite illegal) possession of land which will 

more likely than not become the baseline for a neo-mercantilist, largely agrarian, 

economy, with the cities most likely converted into prison-camp, socialist modern 

stack-and-pack boxed-Gulags for the lumpenprole, negroidic rabble, or miniature 

castles complete with Masonic Lodge-caliber hyperstellar starry-stairway levitating 

agropods for the presiding elite. 

 

The dollar as a standard of international reserve currency is doomed, much to the 

chagrin of our American racial comrades, though perhaps to the pleasure of the rest of 

the international Aspergeriat, for it presents a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to 

consolidate and rebuild our cause, though with it, any remaining pretences to the 

notion of democracy espoused by the JerUSAlem republic which had brought us into 

this situation in the first instance.  

 

Culturally, Western civilization has been degenerated into a matriarchy, particularly 

among the Anglophonic nations; within this matriarchy, the standards of social and 

even psychological criterion are gyno-centrically biased to an inherent hostility 

charged towards masculine instinct, unless found expedient (and just as instantly 

disposable) to feminine demands, namely, a need for "alpha-dominant" executive 

agencies to enforce the whims of the feminine. This is itself expressed in a decidedly 

misandric diagnostics of "autism" and "ASD," reducing the autistic hypermale master-

race, known in truth for its initiative and creativity having borne contribution to the 

prime contingent of all worldly inventions constituting modern civilization, to this 

caricature of a blithering fetishistic borderline-retarded psychopath who objectifies 

and sublimates everything and everyone in his external reality. (Yes, this is what the 

lording psycho-pedagogical elite, having been long usurped, compromised, and 

infiltrated by radical feminists, actually believe.)  

 

The autist, according to the effeminate sensibilities of modern life and Western 

psychopathology, is the distant, foreign element, "out of balance" with his 

environment (as the word is used to convey in the communitarian, collectivist sense); 

he 'enslaves' his brethren, 'rapes' women, and is accredited with being the source of 

deforestation and pollution, for the sake of his "obsessive-compulsive fetishism." 



(Projecting are we, femscum?) He is said to codify these into various dogmas, for 

which he forms clerical institutions around, including, quite ironically and by 

implication, the scientific and psychiatric communities themselves, fuelled by the 

autist hypersensitivity to the mundane and taxing burdens of social trivialities become 

the basis for "classism" and "exclusivism" (thus, we are effectively blamed for the 

creation of the bourgeoisie and class struggle,) "fortresses" in a sense (though one 

wonders whether the femscum's resentment towards such is due, less to insufficient 

permissions as much as an inherent inability to play with the boys.)  

 

This dialogue, or dialectic, is whether consciously or not, bludgeoned into the autist 

until it becomes internalized, which manifests either in the self-hatred and self-

loathing found in much of the Aspergian community, particularly when the subject of 

Aspergian independence, national hegemony, and sovereignty is brought up, or it 

results in the nihilism and alienation of people like Lanza, Cho (Virginia Tech 

massacre,) and others, who have shown up in such perimeters, offered nothing in the 

way of incentives in a dying, anaemic civilization, resort to acts of destruction to 

redeem their sense of honour, self-worth and dignity, and of any notoriety and the 

otherwise cold, unconscious tidal wave of history.  

 

Taking into consideration home life and the domestic dynamics thereof, it is eerily 

reminiscent in the case of Anders Brevik, the Norwegian "terrorist" (read: racial hero) 

heralded for his holy crusade to eradicate Islamic influences from his country, Anders 

Brevik was, much like Adam Lanza, a child in a single-parent matriarchy. From an 

early age, his mother was histrionic in her disapproval of the young Brevik, who she 

said was "bound to be a rapist one day," owing to his aggressive nursing habits as an 

infant. She has repeated to herself often her woe at his very existence and her wish for 

him to die for his "own good." There was also note by the psychological profile that 

the mother had a preoccupation with young and dear in a sexualised manner (indeed, 

paedophilia is not uncommon amongst females and speculated to be a default position 

per the mother instinct, though such research has been suppressed heavily by feminist 

interests,) portraying her son as an "aggressive brute" in the manner of his father. 

 

I was disturbed at how the Autism of Adam Lanza is being jumped upon, since it is 

clear that it follows a logical sequence that I see coming up during the burgeoning 

historical tumult, whereupon the powers that b e will try to silence and pathologize 

the brightest amongst us so as to secure their assets during the coming collapse, and 

the tragic (but extremely common) case of Adam Lanza is just the 

feul they need in their engine of oppression against the most able and perceptive 

among us during the final stages of their pyramidal swindle of the species. 

 

For decades since Kanner, seemingly on behalf of the Fabian-Trotskyist tendencies 

behind The Brave New World Order, who, appealing to the lowest common 

denominator of the peasantry, have attempted to pathologize all forms of excellence 

and regalia as unnatural and the source of all class injustice. Since this time the Autist 

has been the principle, if veiled and largely obscured, enemy of the working man and 

oppressed the world over, the Autistic Patriarchy and it's religion of blood hegemony, 

all expressed in his fixation of all things technical and futuristic, his hatred for all 

things temporal, sensual and feminine unless it can be bent by his will, and his natural 

inclination to abstract hierarchy and doctrine, expressed in his methodical and 

processional thinking. 



 

These assertions, whether accurate reflections of the Aspergian phenotype or 

ideologically expedient presumptions, are the basic matricing upon which the Autist is 

covertly framed within popular opinion, expressing of plebian, proletarian 

resentments, it is here that the "Nerd", the "Geek", the "Creeper", and other such 

stereotypes associated with the Aspergian emerged and which took a direct toll in the 

Killing Fields of Kampuchea and the Gulags whereupon Ukrainians and Kazakhs 

where rounded up for mass extermination by the peasant Russian majority. 

 

In the west, it is the appeal to the bronzed and jocular over the fair and gentlemanly. 

Of the fleshly and base over the ethereal and fine, that has engraved itself into the 

minds of the plebeian majority all throughout the Anglosphere and beyond. 

 

Adam Lanza was clearly molested by his mother, and his case alludes to the Breivik 

incident in that Anders Breivik had a histrionic and bitter mother who turned her son 

into a kind of miniature spouse, complete with spousal resentments. 

 

Breivik's mother recalls her feelings that the young Anders was a rapist from a young 

age as he used to bite her whilst nursing. 

 

We can assume that most likely this was a similar environment that young Adam had 

to develop in: A corrupt and solipsistic matriarchy whereupon the mother projected 

her own neuroses upon the boys and turned them into little wind-up toys for her own 

amusement and utility. 

 

It is only natural that within the current times, steeped in the pervasive nihilism of an 

illusory economy made up of a monetary unite (the Dollar) that is edging towards 

collapse any month now do to the irresponsible, hyperinflative policies of the Obama 

regime, that the more perceptive like Adam, who was known for his unusual 

intelligence and astuteness, and who saw the illusory nature of society first hand in 

the cynical resentment and hypo-agency of his own mother; the symbolic wellspring 

of life itself - mater matter, mother earth, would see the pointlessness in participating 

in the parlour game that is the modern West: Which amounts to a a pastiche of empty 

promise and demonization of one's own history and identity, all there is to live for in 

this world is just mindless self indulgence - It's is demoralization and insanity, where 

only the ignorant can feel any comfort in the way things are, in a sense, a dysgenic 

culture full of non-humans whose only purpose is to keep the means of production 

working for the Archons of our society; the kleptocrats and demagogues, at the 

expense of the genuinely inquisitive and innovative. 

 

Lanza is surely symptomatic of a material and cultural poverty which is engripping 

the West, driving it's cells either into an atrophying stupor like the majority of 

"useless eaters" that make up the Anglophonic world, or into allergenic acts of 

immunological radicalism (extermination of such excess, including themselves, 

whether foreign like in the case of Breivik and most skinheads and “neo-Nazis”, or 

domestic, in the case of Lanza, Cho, Reb and Vokda et al). 

 

The fear that the archons of the West likely hold is that the Aspergian peoples 

represent a viable and realistic threat to their hegemony, our increasing numbers 

represent a crisis to them as we develop legitimate social, political, and economic 



dynamism. The fear of us converging into our own counter-balancing hegemony, 

outside their sphere of influence (since our lexicon is such that their psychological 

hacking technik is unprepared to hack, like a UNIX system in a way), thus, 

exploitation of freak incidences as the Adam Lanza story, with his demoralization and 

ego stripping occurring from a young age yet, an unwitting, and even unintended yet, 

cultural sleeper asset for the purposes of the kleptocrats. 

 

Given the commonality of the aforementioned phenomena described in Brevik's case, 

it would appear that most autists likely experience similar demoralization, 

demonisation, effeminization, and infantilization, instigated at the behest of a 

pathological matriarch. Taking into consideration these above socio-economic factors, 

too, it is quite apparent that the corporate state is paving the way for a feudalistic 

order, doing anything in its power to quash any potential threats to its future 

investments. It is likely a fear of the powers that be that the Aspergian will prove to be 

the ideological vanguard of resistance for those remnants of the middle class and 

peasantry who have retained some sibilant modicum of self-dignity, paving the way 

and fending off pseudo-monarchical tyranny, or at the very least, forming their own 

competitive monarchies by exploiting these sentiments, or otherwise forming 

communities that would be outside the jurisdiction of the tribute collectors.  

 

Thus, the necessity for the Judeo-Masonic Fabio-Trotskyist worldwide 

neuronegroidal feministic cabal to pathologize and subsequently profile the Aspergian 

as a "terrorist," and cripple him before he has a chance to get the firm foot in to 

preserve himself during the coming tumult. Not to mention, the use of his very 

presence as a useful propagandist device and scaremongering tool (say a Goldstein) to 

disarm the rest of society in the process as well, wholly securing the assets of the 

archons, including that very populace which is bound to be reduced to peasant 

serfdom beholden to their lord's mercy. 

 

And so, making a slight deviation on course but still ultimately to the same, absolute 

verisimilitude, I would like to discuss an international(-ly contrived, mostly by the 

NGO-armies under UN command) world event on the first weekday of April every 

year, “World Autism Day.” 

 

The entire concept of a day dedicated to the afterbirth detritus of a pseudoscience long 

derided of any legitimacy by the institutional capitulators of the overarching 

international Jewish authorities that preside over it, the science of "psychiatry" that 

masquerades as legitimate medicine while barely concealing its political intentions, 

encapsulated by the collectively shared affiliation between the American Psychiatric 

Association, the British Psychiatric Association, the British Medical Association, the 

Royal College of Practitioners, the American Autism Society, the British Autistic 

Society, and so on; all of the pax-Americana, Anglo-American, and Anglophone 

generally, associations promulgating the insidious autism myth to pathologize 

hypermale kind, have been striving to obtain their objective, set in an incredulously 

cynical disdain by the Feminist Jewish sect lobbies of their respectively infiltrated 

pedagogical and paediatric psychiatric institutions, to compromise those amongst the 

ranks of our beleaguered goy kind, the psychological, social, and institutional 

integrity, of all racially great men, not just "autists" (in the medically pathologized 

usage of the term peculiar to our new overlords, the institutionally besieging scio-

technocratic kyke), for they become autists on a year-by-year basis with the never 



ending expansion of psychiatric criteria to encompass the latest "hostile" trait they 

wish to attack. Last year's traditional mark of the honourable gentleman becomes next 

year's awareness campaign for (entirely manufactured) mental disability. 

 

And so this year's theme appears to be the colour blue, which has a particular cultural 

significance to our Zionist overlords, and it seems that indeed, the very utilization of 

this colour appears to have been their subliminal attempt to establish  dominance in 

their position over us, in a typically primitive display of false bravado, the supremacy 

of the Ashkenazi Khazar race in all of its glory, fuelled by the ideologue thrust of the 

uninspired mad-conquest zeal of an aliyah, both perpetual as it is delusional, 

concocted in the schizophrenic narratives of Herzl's derisive writings, plotting and 

scheming conflict with every word inscribed by his pen, befriending foe and betraying 

friends in an ostentatiously confused delirium as to whether he had went or gone with 

his deranged machinations, and though ostensibly in seeming contradiction to that 

tactic of internationalist proletarian neuronigger sentimentality usually invoked by the 

Marxists, one must only remember the minutes of that fateful meeting as recorded by 

the Protocols of Zion to recall that all colours of the proto-violet spectrum have been 

culturally colonized by the biblical Technicolor raincoat in combination with the 

globalist theosophical bow under which they have conveniently wrapped it all up and 

packaged it under. 

 

Bringing us to the origins of such chauvinistic zeal: A perfect example of the Jewish 

disregard for life is to be uncovered by a study into the Hebrews dirty scriptures, 

where we are to find the Jewish mind to be innately murderous and acquisitive (in the 

greatest irony of all, all those traits of which they ascribe unto us, the Aspergian 

Aryan hypermale), not to mention can be revealed to have in matter of fact implicated 

it's authors to some of the most horrific acts of mass destruction in the history of the 

planet.  

 

Currently, the Jews are attempting to do away with the Aspergian, in which one can 

notice how they dehumanize the Aspergian, from Kanner all the way down to 

Grandne and her “hug-box,” and the pernicious, pacifying influence of 

"Neurodiversity". And previously we can witness the Judaic attempts to rid the world 

of the Aryan and the Amerindian via world wars and doctrines of manifest destiny. 

Alas we can find that the Hebrew Scriptures full of accounts of mass genocide against 

peoples for account of little more than the mere disregard of the overarching egotism 

of the Judean, whose mind appears to be unique even amongst the lowly, pseudo-

negroiditic goat shaggers of that time for its misanthropy and vindictiveness.  

 

In such instances we can see the bloodlust of "The Chosen" in the commands by the 

Hebrew god to slaughter every man, woman, child, goat, ox, sheep and even plant, a 

disregard for life itself which has never seen any match before or since in all of 

history! 

 

Even more significant, however, in keeping with what we had just read, are their 

attempts towards the extermination of entire species: Even species which they 

themselves depend upon for their religion rituals (which, as the Torah mandate, are to 

be performed forever, until the very passing of the Earth itself). In particular, we can 

mention the extermination of the Chilazon. 

 



The Chilazon was a creature who according to the Talmudic scholars was fished to 

death solely so as to colour the fringes of men’s cloths blue, reminiscent of the 

modern consumerist pestilence that permeates every nation in which the Jews have 

infiltrated. 

 

The description for the Chilazon resembles that of a sea ammonite with a shell that 

grew with it's body. According to current Jewish interpretation of the geologic record, 

this creature died off many millennia ago. Can we assume that, perhaps, the geologic 

record as it is known documents timespans that are much shorter than we understand 

them? And if we go this far to assume this, then are we to assume, also, that perhaps 

the Jews' ancestors, the Neanderthals, have killed many, many species in their 

history?  

 

An example here, is that of the Aurochs, a gigantic game buffalo which may have 

been killed to death as the proto-Jewish Neanderthal spitefully out competed the 

Aryan Cro-Magnon in a desperate attempt to not only amass all the commodity 

wealth for itself, but to also spite the Cro-Magnon (indicated by the prevalence of 

Neanderthal art around such hunting grounds, complete in it's abstractionist and post-

modernist tendencies, copied by such degenerates as the late AIDS recipient Keith 

Harring in the 70s and 80s. 

 

The Aurochs, of course, where  the product of an ice age that very well was the result 

of a great flood that came about, which apparently coincided with what might have 

been the Jews' greatest crime against man and nature to date, but which is increasingly 

being threatened to be repeated. 

 

The scriptural narrative, from Genesis all the way down to Revelation, is replete with 

anti-reptilian sentiments, of the snake and the dragon and all manner of 

representations of the devil, of demons and cherubim and serephim all portrayed in a 

reptilian manner.  

 

We may infer here that this is a form of racial guilt for the destruction of the Saurions 

via the nuclear conflict known as the Kurukshetra War that was fomented by 

Neanderthals manipulating the ancient Cro-Magnon kings of the 1st creation, as 

recorded in the Mahabharatha 

 

May we infer perhaps that the whole purpose of the events documented in the 

Mahabharatha was an attempt for the Neanderthal to bring the Earth into an Ice age to 

suit it's own physical characteristics? Could the Jewish' obsessive psychic leaning 

towards Dinosaurs, dragons and Cherubim and serpents be a hidden memory of 

events that occurred back in the late Cretaceous period (which may have happened 

much more recently than we understand it to have occurred)? 

 

Keep in mind too that according to Qabbalism, Satan (who is considered to be just a 

useful proxy for JHWH) is the serpent and so are all within the Qlippoth, the 66 

demons said to be the ghosts of beings who died in a state of insanity many centuries 

ago and whom built Solomon's Masonic Lodge. We can surmise that these demons 

are the ghosts of trained Dinosaurs, turned into familiars by Rabbis in order to cause 

great harm upon the Aryan, and that these spirits are evoked every time  in their 

media (such as the film "Jurassic Park", which the incorrigible Jew Steven Spielberg 



summoned to fund his infamous and widely denounced agitprop psiop: “Schindler’s 

List”). 

 

It is quite possible that in an attempt to redeem themselves they have slipped into 

identification of the serpent in the attempt to rid themselves of the stain of their 

greatest crime in Earth's history, which is why their equal vilification and glorification 

of the serpent fills the modern media (not to mention the analogue of the operations of 

the snake to the Jews' own psyche). 

 

The Jews are continuing to plunge us into the abysmal of their guilt for every people 

and creature that they have wronged, a psychological merry-go round that will 

threaten to engulf us into a new extinction event that might eventually kill off Cro-

Magnon kind permanently. 



CHAPTER 4: A HISTORY OF SCIENTIFIC DEVOLUTION INTO 

SUPERSTITION AND THE CREATION OF AUTPHAGISM 

 

It behoves me to cast light onto the elusively pursued comprehension of the concept 

of human variation upon racial lines and the intrinsic characteristics giving rise to the 

various creeds and principles of these peoples. This arduous task has been subject to 

its failure at the hands of the irresponsible international scientific community opting 

for sociological and conspiratorial concoctions to explain, or rather explain away in 

their case, human nature, in lieu of genuine inquiry, as has been evidenced in the 

popularisation of fields such as sociology and feminism. The responsibility that rests 

upon my own shoulders as the sole, final vestigial carrier of that which can genuinely 

be called the “scientific process” (which, in its modern incarnation, has been reduced 

to mere caricature) bears crushing weight, but as Atlas had before me, just as he bared 

the entire globe, so will I the trillions of fossilized skulls encompassing our collective 

ancestral heritage on my back, and the tools requisite for their inquiry in the confines 

of my own. 

 

Whether it is the untermenschen shwarzesau looking head-straight into the sky in the 

attempt to find and subsequently blame the antithetically philistine devil of the 

superstitious racial bogeyman, or the hook-nosed radical feminist lesbian referring 

with frenetic delusion to every phallus-shaped object as the headquarters for grand 

patriarchal conspiracy (without looking to themselves for the real purveyors of 

phenomena they insubstantially claim to be), the populist pseudoscientific tinfoil 

garbage of our time makes its ubiquitous entry into the textbooks, where these same 

myth-peddlers proceed to disseminate their reactionary drivel.  

 

The institutionally intertwined defensiveness with which the effeminate, negroidal 

underlife rampantly come equipped, respective ideologues in hand held facing 

upright, high tributations to their demagogical honour, to repel the flak of 

peradventure rightfully querying the flimsiness of such pedagogic mythologies 

shining from the lighthouse ivory towers of Jewish-controlled academia has its 

motivation understandably rooted in the systematic nature of its inset roots running 

into the societal soil from which it parasitically purloins the nourishment of the body-

political lifeblood of every nation it besieges, supporting the cultural cancer 

metastasizing from the branches. When the toxically malignant foliage blossoms from 

this tree, the atmospheric winds of discontent facilitate the flight of this allergen like 

pollen, infecting all imparted with this knowledge – as viewed in their 

presumptuously self-valuating light -- a fever unrecoverable, incurable with any 

degree of reasonable, good sense.  

 

The quasi-religious nature of this new science has killed any semblance of the 

integrity, ingenuity and validity carried with the true science of old. Dwelling on its 

nature too long leaves a risk perilous to us who wish to preserve these old ways, for 

we become mere observers of the degenerative antiquation to superstition in the same 

regard as they see themselves as ‘thinkers.’ We must move forward, taking off from 

where genuine scientific inquiry was left behind. 

 

The pioneering work carried out by me, Autphag, in a multi-disciplinary field 

bridging the abandoned but well-substantiated scientific disciplines of craniometry, 

phrenology, and scientific racialism, has been, as it will be, an important stride 



forward in this advance from the present conspiratorial mode of sociological inquiry 

which makes mess-hall rough work at hitching and rigging this new processional 

caricature bastardizing science.  It was possible that the closest hitherto we would 

have ever gotten to get our hands dirty with the nitty-gritty intricacies of the 

underlying racial condition of humanity would have been in the 18th century, with the 

grandfathering discoveries still holding pertinence today by Coon, Down, et al. The 

gentile institution of the cultural inquiry that had permeated the scientific process’ 

unbridled nature was yet to see itself compromised at the hands of any insurgency or 

infiltration drawing its origins exoterically (whether that force be the fairer gender or 

the duskier neurotype, which sans appearance is fundamentally one in the same.) The 

dedicational thrust charging the spirit in which this work carries itself comes whence. 

(The effeminization of science is further described here.) 

 

Before foraying into the foundations of our integrally impermeable fortress rigidly 

constructed with a principally solidified axiomatic and epistemological basis, it is 

useful to gain an insightful understanding of our foe running philosophically and 

ideologically counter to our well-founded principles, and in doing so we must 

deconstruct and dissect them under the perspective approach granted us by our 

inherently sounder rubric. By our foe, we refer to not only the social scientific 

disciplines perennially polluting our present day discourse, but the reformed biology 

seeing its exploration and expansion crippled by the sociological constraints and 

politically motivated perverse interests, manifest in multicultural racial egalitarianism 

and suicidal humanistic uniformity, from which its present incarnation has arisen; for 

the purpose of maintaining critical consistency, however, we shall treat these as one in 

the same. 

 

Sociology calls itself, masquerades as, and is nominally anointed, a “science.” Under 

the wingspan of its banner carries the evasively curled “philosophies” of Marxism, 

feminism, among others. Self-serving ideologues in University faculties world-round 

uphold the basal sentiments held within the ostensible aesthetic of their self-

reinforcing dialectic paradigms, but with a fervour of religious mono-dimensionality 

one would expect to witness in the reverent members of a cult movement, and with 

the same freneticism do they make their insurrection, having infiltrated every layer of 

academia and professional life, managerially operating to grind this institutional 

clockwork to a halt, under the ostentatious auspices of “societal progressivism”, 

“human equality”, “opportunity” and “cultural diversity”. This farcical charade is 

quick to undo itself when the Utopian fabric of its debonair finally erodes, devolving 

deftly into tribal cabal interlocking in rank and file to cover eachother’s back in 

collective denial. The essence of their reactionary nature just as swiftly reveals itself 

plain for all to see, leading one another in encouraging the bellicose attack on 

“antiquainted” historical and traditional sciences, to be replaced with the paraeidolia 

of misinterpreting natural phenomena, their origins derided as “simplistically 

convenient” or even sullied outright, as the ethereally nebulous concoction raining 

from the sky, and in this sense, Marx’s superstructure can as easily be Horus’ all-

seeing eye. 

 

There is no systematically set step-by-step guidance, overview or summary of the 

basal case-points for Autphagism, as this pseudo-logical edificial superficiality has 

been at the helm of the striking offensive levelled to the scientific process. Instead 

allow the axiomatic basis for Autphagism be permitted to reveal itself in self-evident 



truths and constitutionally natural laws that are universally applicable to a code 

immutable to the moralistically sententious superstitions of the new science. That 

being the law of nature which runs per the course of direct empirical observation both 

simultaneously undeceived and enhanced by the abstract rationalisation of ideological 

and theoretical aspersions cast upon the observations of these phenomena. These 

axioms are not in and of themselves maximally absolute but run per the common-

sense of naturally occurring phenomenon we all understand to occur globally and 

historically irrefutable by any stretch of revisionism. 

 

Darwinian evolution must be regarded as the beginning of the intrusion into science 

of the ethereal nebula that has infiltrated and distorted the rightful direction of 

discourse free from politically incentivised levelling.  The theoretical basis of which 

had been peg-forced roundabout into the rigged epistemological approach 

authenticated under a square auspices of pseudo-sententious tendentuity under which 

guise it posed its objectivity and absolution. Understand that, far from being a 

conspiracy coming right of center-wing to impose a selectively elitist and meritocratic 

racial creed as is claimed by the socialists, Darwin is himself the biggest apologist for 

social and racial egalitarianism when his theories are investigated with scrutiny. 

Darwinian evolutionary concepts thus cannot be afforded to be acquainted therewith, 

initiated thereto, or considered seriously to any aspect in respectfully approaching 

Autphagism and the evolutionary context peculiar to and underpinning its own 

axiomatic basis. Autphagism is a racially apologetic scientific allegory to racial 

realism. Racial realism is a key cornerstone to Autphagism.  

 

Whether intentionally or not, the Darwinists have played a key role in legitimating 

communistic theoretical concepts of human valuation, placing its position as mere 

commodity to opportunistically attained objectives evidenced in Maoist social 

experimentations during the Cultural Revolution in China. Marxism itself draws 

theoretical inspiration from Darwinism. Darwinism evidences itself to be an 

ideologically subjective contrivance insistently foisting upon the begged consideration 

to its adherents of human worthlessness by virtue of evolution being directionless, i.e. 

humans are not an “ultimate product” but just a sporadically and randomly generated 

occurrence. Darwinian evolution runs counter to Autphagism’s conception of the 

gradiation of humanity among racially prioritizing lines of nobility, also referred to as 

Aryanism. The only characteristic it shares is the observation of a processional trend 

referred to by the same terminological namesake.  

 

Autphagian evolution is theoretically peculiar in its atheoretical and entirely 

axiomatic nature best characterised as the typographical progression to Aryanization, 

as described in the Autistic racial evolution hypothesis. Evolution here is therefore the 

racial progression of humanity from the primordial soup-pool starting from the 

negroidal cradle basin and with the negroid at its lowest, least refined echelon. The 

negro, far from being the quintessential prototypical human, is akin to an obsolete 

experimental blueprint. 

 

The deceptive Darwinian evolutionary demagoguery has seen its new form of 

theoretical legitimation epistemologically rooted in the fields deriving from it their 

inspiration antecedent to the gradual abandonment of the old science, per the trend’s 

description in the conclusive analysis of the essay Implementing the Hypermale 



Master-race Ideology, such as those of genetics, along with others, subsumed under 

the post-biological Darwinian religion. 

Scientific methodology is the sole vestigial defensive post from which the Darwinists 

maintain their ideologue to the rejection of not only the general validity of the 

systemic peer-review verification process but the potentially mutable presumption of 

the reliability of materialist analytical methods using tangible instruments of 

physiological investigation.   

 

The implements have the apparent appearance of usefulness whilst having arisen out 

of them logically inconsistent mythologies; how the data bridges the gap between 

application of methodology and the arrival to a conclusion may lie in the 

fundamentally incompatible nature between the premises of the instrumentation and 

the matter being investigated, leading to an irrelevant bridge connecting two points of 

nowhere over an immaterial plain. Modern day science does not investigate, but 

enshrines folklore of subjective etheria into convention.  

 

Autphagism does not look to metaphorical scythes to butcher the proverbial calf of 

truth obfuscating this criminal scientific manipulation politically incentivized in its 

creation for the establishment of arbitrary categorical aphorisms in order that the 

objective be achieved for populational fragmentation and the subsequent 

authentication of law’s word. As always, it looks to the laws that arise from nature 

itself, free from the heretically spoken abstractions of technologism based upon the 

bureaucratic legalisms of technocracy. To begin extracting nature’s wordlessly self-

evident truths, one must begin with tangible methodology; pseudoscientific metaphors 

of Jewish biblical lore, the basis of the paper-instruments yielding the encodified 

typologies of modern genetics, will only assist in misleading us into vicissitudes of 

perpetual mythologization invariably entrapping us in an inescapable labyrinth. 

Breaking this cycle is achievable with the return to those implements created under 

the inspirational vision of nature over myth, and those tend to be the most elementary 

and distant from technological obfuscation. Experimental conciseness is key to 

achieving methodological soundness in the scientific framework of Autphagism. 

 

As previously covered in the Autistic racial evolution hypothesis, the autistic man of 

old, Aspergian man, the hyper-male master-racial paragon of human greatness and the 

epochal development of nature's creation, was the most supreme being to have ever 

bequeathed itself unto our mortal planetary sphere. We have seen the fruits of its 

presidence over our authorship of human civilization and history, with every facet of 

the post-negroidic cultures constructed in a seamless educationally automatic manner 

with exceptional and extraordinary streamlined logical consistency unrivalled by the 

under-racial neuro-nigger cultures. Parasitically tagging along with and tugging unto 

the coat-tails of the autistic hyper-male creators of civilization were the backward 

neuro-nigger proto-celtic proletards, with a slavish gaat-like Egyptid-superstition like 

deference reaping the fruits of our unjustifiably (and in hindsight, naively) benevolent 

benefaction. 

 

We have seen with clear and mistless eyes the ingratuitous nature with which these 

gormless miscreants have greedily and ungratefully grabbed with typical thankless 

and inconsiderate black negroidic proto-Celtid scillian-prole demeanour, from rightful 

ownership in our own Aspergian hands, every last product of our innovation, every 

last item of our devising, every last crop of our harvest, and every single thought of 



our ideation, every time reifying and obfuscating them into their own negroidized, 

distilled, dumbed downwards and diluted superstition ideologies for their own low-

consciousness comprehension, bastardized rituals of worship served to idolize false 

prophets whilst causing lossy distillation of their implication's significance, namely, 

the transformation of old libertarian thought-experimentation proto-renaissance 

historical White Creativity-oriented science into new, rational socialist, cultural 

Marxist, perceptual subjectivist, hyper-empirical brainwash machine (only when it 

suits and only with perceptually biased cultMarx lens), 'creative process' oxymoron 

anachronism of multiple-step experimentation process effeminacy, pseudoscientific 

bubcus nigger-gaat coin-eye Horus upward-stratified superstitious deference to falsely 

deified conclusive 'knowledge' determinist materialism singularity idiocy. 

 

Hypernegroid criminal weirdoes, freaks and degenerate psychopaths from the Nile 

down which they have cried with their tears forging a new river of Zionist-maligned 

and feigned self-pitying auto-sympathetic victim complex mentality comprise the 

highest ranks of the stonecutter sperglluminasonic conspiratorial secret honourability 

agreement allegiance of the post-sexual secret knowledge they keep hidden from the 

spergs they have forcibly degenerated into Dionysian orgy frustration for the 

maintenance of their own hegemonic plutoarchic oligarchization of their upward-

stratified hyper-position into the cosmological heavens of our racial hyper-Lumarian 

forebears of the Aryan master-race which they have wrongfully occupied. Robert 

Wayne Stiles is actually codified secret gesticulative pass-phrase revealing secretive 

intentions of stonecutter Zio-neuronegroid elite, Robert Wayne Stiles == Rob et 

(French tr. English -> the) Wane (of the faint side of the moon disguised with 

clandestine ultraviolent sun-ray redirection) Steels (referring to the construction 

material for the mainframe of the last remaining automatic computer culturalization 

machine yet to be destroyed by the neuronigger-supremacist cult-Marx Trot 

stonecutter sperglluminati holding secret hypermale gender-integrity knowledge.) 

Perhaps in the pursuit of this computational destruction, with the capacity for the 

command-lines of this systemic machine to dispersed downwards to the hypermale 

master-race hive-mind compromised at last, control of the autist will finally be in the 

faggot gender-decepticon's hands; Robert's soap opera propagandized antics entirely 

non-existent, staged, forged, rigged, and tricked will be transmogrified into the reality 

of every autist on the planet for the sick voyeuristic fetishistic enjoyment of these top-

rank homosexual crossdressing self-genital mutilating hormone abusing steroid-

jacking freaks of the Aluf-echelon of the Mossad's JIDF wing.  

 

Jewish, Ruskie kyke Atlantian communal low-frequency proto-violet ray emmitting 

neurological retardation conduits of the global mental slowdown to the planned 

emission of international worldwide terrorizing mental retardation wave tactics 

jealously conducted to preserve the stonecutter sperglluminati underelite's precarious 

pseudo-intellectual position as barely-genius failures in the pursuit to generate 

original or even remotely critical thought, instead regrugitating rote-absorption from 

uninspired neuronigger close literary analysis post-modernist ideologues of pop-

cultural reference frames and other pretentious ditties of low-level effeminate 

pseudothought, attesting to the age old adage of the inbred genetically defective 

degenerate elite hiding on purpose the utilities for post-human transformation into a 

uniform master-creed, bringing forth a new era of hyper-futuristic advancement to the 

nucleonic hyper-spacial consciousness of post-neuronigger conscience awareness 

levels jealously coveted by mortality-realm stonecutting backwards elite gaat-ape 



mullatoid kyke nigger tin-god Oz-wizzard faux-machsimo bravado in demeanour with 

feckless, ineffectual delivery less effective than a smokeless screen, like all negroid 

men and psychosexually effeminate Jews, and the intrebred, faulty degenerate dud-

products of both. The worst of underlife self-anointed to the epochal center-fold of 

command and control when all neuroniggers have the strategic tact of Anglo-Saxon 

Celtnigger Jewess completely transparent Pax-Americana machinima of incompetent 

overspread bureaucratic apparatchiks historically failing to maintain a proper legacy 

of imperialistic hegemony so declaring end of history in true Marxian form, 

destroying the entire world maliciously to cover for the inherent incompetence of 

lower-'life unworthy of lifeforms. 

 

In the briefest summation one can coherently summarize an entire theory, that being 

one single sentence: as the XY chromosome is the natural mutation of the primitive 

XX, then, evolution of XY secondary sexology and the neurological peculiarities 

(autistic hyper-racialism) emanating therein, is the ultimate one, and thus the epoch of 

racial evolution, too; the primacy of XX chromosomally emanative sexology places it 

in analogous negroidism to the XY's Aryan nature. 

 

THE ETYMOLOGY OF EFFEMINACY AND RESULTANT SYMPTOMAL 

SEXUAL DEGENERACY: 

 

Only the delusional evolutionary negroid swarthe thinks the finality of human 

relations are their cardinal interactions, and anyone who does is confirmed outright an 

underman (synonymously known as a woman, even if not by sexology then by sub-

racial soul ala sexual dysmorphia aka Khazzarian degeneracy) incapable of 

conceiving the post-erogenous creed. One should hope, with progress, that primitive 

procreative intercourse techniques of manual fecund reproductive insemination should 

be out-phased so as to deny feminist Jewish underwoman -- and all women, and any 

racial undermale traitor who aspires to emulate them per psychotic sexual 

dysmoprhism, whom embodify the Jewish Dionysian sexual degeneracy attitude -- 

their hedonistic pleasure, while providing well-meaning, post-sexually evolved, 

morally up-standing men the opportunity to undertake their creative pursuits, 

unfettered by the daunting prospect of constant titillation by the negroid ditties of the 

whoresse sirens.  

 

Even those men currently constituting archetypical 'sexual normality' by the 

traditional semitic conservatism of gender-sexual analogous duality by bi-dimensional 

dichotomy, a new, sinful bastardized form of super-traditional formalized selective 

breeding by the eugenic culling of lawless natural selection and fittest-survival, 

genetically mnemonic, primally inherent, racial evolutionary hard-encoded 

honourability agreements, would be considered defective under this radically 

reformed and improved-for-modernity form of super-racial credo, and must see their 

eradication inequivocable of any cost. They are, by no uncertain terms, simply a form 

of woman (as would be any typical lesbian and sexually inverse-dysmorphic XX 

pseudo-hypermale decepticon), and thus racially subliminal to those credentially 

supreme beings. 

 

The estrogen XX-fuelled nymphomanical delusion driven culture of the liberal 

cosmopolitan sophistry of sexual liberation, promiscuity, and collectivist orgies, is 

what is bringing the accelerated deterioration of the hypermale White man's 



condition. Understand this and one begins to realize the full implication of the 

insecurity inherent in the under-racial sub-gender sexually degenerate somatoform 

when it levels its accusations of "loveshy" to all healthily eschewing the sexually 

obsessive sociologically recessive trend of the times, and it behooves one to request 

that they stop projecting these frustrated, thundercunt sentiments of theirs onto 

otherwise neutral statements calling for the obliteration of all plato-romantic 

tendencies. 

 

PROCESS TO ACHIEVING THE HYPER-RACIAL HYPERMALE POST-

SEXUAL SOCIETAL OBJECTIVE: 

 

One should want to see resulting from the elimination of all sexual degeneracy, a 

world conducted in honourability agreements and professional relationships 

concerning themselves purely with pertinent business.  

 

It should be brought to one's awareness that society for millenia, nay, all of 

humanity's history and even hunter-gatherer pre-history, prior to this obsession with 

social interdependence and sexual promiscuity (feminists and other sexually corrosive 

elements to the human condition frequently refer to Rome and Greece, but those 

societies weren't at their zenith with either phenomena) worked with exceeding 

effectiveness in conducing eugenic purity, to which end an upward trend of racially 

progressive, salubrious breeding was continuously attained and maintained hither 

then.  

 

The endless pursuit of the dopamine hit was in leui of the chase for promiscuity 

substituted effectively with psychogenic herbs and other natural narcotics, for its 

greater efficiency led to the social elimination of time-consumptive procreative 

activities and excess thereof, being less physically exhausting, and many times more 

rewarding (with newly freed resources devoted to neurological improvement, 

intellectual creativity, technological advancement, invention, and social harmony.) 

 

When one extols the lofty virtues of promiscuous degeneracy even if in accidental or 

inadvertent pandering to the conventional value consensus imparted by hypocritical 

semitism, one is conflating his primitive emotions with semantically meaningful 

sentiments tantamount to little else than that superficial artifice one works up by 

masturbatory stimulation (both intellectually and physiologically) and sophistical self-

titillation; when such pretensions are stripped down, these notions are meaningless 

abstractions of neurochemically-induced delusional states.  

 

If neuropsychiatry and its bibliographic DSM manual were not simply political tools 

practiced by its professional cultural conduits, the psychiatrists themselves, then they 

wouldn't simply be selectively promoting desired sexual behaviours while 

pathologizing (and rightfully, no apology should go spared for gender dysmoprhics, 

and deeply regretful is homosexuality's removal from the manual 40 years ago) 

others, but it would -- as it should -- pathologize all sexual behaviour, whilst working 

with other professionals in other fields to accustom people to the idea to mechanical 

reproductive technologies and, of course, stop suppressing such social and 

evolutionary progression to our ultimate racially supreme post-platoromantic credo. 

This is the objective of the realisation of the hyper-male master-racial thesis.  

 



Humanity has shown itself incapable of properly eugenicizing itself; elites simply 

interbreed cretonic dysgenic underlife while enhancing their physical and intellectual 

qualities superficially with medical technologies, parasitically purloined fruits of the 

researchers and inventors who tend to be their subjects, proving that in many cases, 

those classes mandated the 'rabble' statutorily are superior to the de jure visionaries 

and martyrs wrongfully presiding in authorship of society.  

 

The intellectually inferior neuronigger female's attempt to usurp themselves into 

power and prominence while hegemonizing and monopolizing over cultural, 

economic, and political institutional authorities through the wielding of the feminist 

ideological batallion is exemplary of the aforementioned dysgenic trend. Science as 

presently directed by their ilk encourages these dangerous socio-political tendencies 

by legitimating their humanity with this deceptive demagoguery; therefore, science 

must be reclaimed from the rationalist socialist technocrats to racially superior 

creators and inventors who will devise methods automatic and independent of human 

intervention to enhance racially the species. 

 

This is the catalyst for the present formation analytically of the racial constitution's 

final aftermath. With the consideration to respect for where the ultimate progression 

of humanity's final racial conclusion is to be drawn concerned, the XX chromosome 

and estrogen should be regarded entirely useless in the human species. 

 

Heretical charges of threat to the species' genetic diversity peddled by 

pseudoscientific dogmats must be understood in the context of a raciological 

analytical perspective which takes its epistemological approach independently of 

conventional wisdom advances in consensus statements constituting the post-modern 

worldwide Jewish international scientific mythological lore of our present era, 

divorced from any semblance of scientific methodology and supplanted by the 

theological transhumanistic recessive-progressivism of Marxistic quasi-rationalism.  

 

This perspective can be summarized into one maxim: All sexuality shall be 

eliminated; genetic diversity is simply code for varying the degree to which men are 

niggerized, so that sexual under-racials -- females, XX-dysphroic pseudo-male 

decepticons, XY-dysmorphic hypomale pseudo-women -- may stand racially 

favourable in some selfish attempt to preserve a heathenish sense of uniqueness to 

which they feel wrongly entitled. 

 

THE FUTURE VISION OF A HYPERMALE MASTER-RACIAL SOCIETY: 

 

A society populated entirely by men would have no cultural need for empathic 

manipulation games and other deterministic garbs of effeminacy, such as 

interdependence, indulgence, decadence, or culturally deconstructive regression of 

any sort.  

 

Men could go back to enhancing their creative potential without being distracted by 

having to appease these effeminate neuronigger delusions. Sexual frustration of men 

emanates from the very existence of women, it may be biologically natural, but only 

on a dependency of stimulation, otherwise hormonal regulation would be entirely 

devoted to neurological development specifically, as opposed to sexual or somatic 

development. The problem of homosexuality would only be an issue if women were 



still around to act as reproductive incubators, but since mechanical replacements are 

the ultimate objective here, this can likely be hormonally eliminated to a great degree 

alone, as female's unwise decision-making during gestation would no longer be a 

variable factor in this controlled environment, and genetically eliminated to 

extinction. 

 

Brutal objectivity should be taken in preserving the clarity of this vision. One's 

judgement, as is consistent with the presently compromised constitution of our racial 

creed by semitically inculcated "hetero"-(raciogender-treasonous and treacherous)-

sexual conventionalism, is clouded by a false sense of utility that the present racial 

majority seem to derive appeasing their addiction for sexual titillation, therefore he is 

failing to see the implications of a post-sexual society on the basis of emphasizing 

everything that makes humanity human, finally transcending itself from the mamillian 

binds of reactionary reptile unconsciousness, and instead falling prey capituously to 

the feminist's sodomistic deception.  

 

Conversely, just imagine a hyperfemale society. Humanity would truly go extinct as it 

wouldn't know how to deal with the absence of men. The degenerate lesbian 

commune would deteriorate into a decadent orgy of Dionysian proportions before 

imploding on itself. 

 

THE ANACHRONISM: NEGROIDIC “AUTIST” “HYPER-“MALES 

 

Negroid lolcows are elusive and spread sporadically enough that finding them is no 

mean feat of a task, rendered difficult if not impossible; but why should this be? I 

theorize that this must be the product of yet further Jewish involvement in the 

manipulation of goyim infrastructural constructs, in particularly respective question, I 

refer to our internet. 

 

And why wouldn't they be behind this?  

They've a vested interest in making the white man the ultimate object of racial 

ridicule. This is actually one phenomenon in which their involvement is more than 

likely.  

 

For what are image boards but training grounds for junior Mossad cadet agents and 

secret officers of the Shin Bet? Especially as they slowly transition towards a 

tumblrite culture of social justice faggotry, such subversive social activity used to 

dissuade the attention of the goyim so they can plan their final attack. It makes far too 

much fucking sense. The culture of Anonymous has too many biblical precepts to 

miss. 

 

It's not that they're stopping blacks but that they're flooding whites. Blacks are on 

their own parralel internet thanks to the directed content algorythms, racially 

segregated on a superior internet to whites, who are stuck in the communistic, 

deculturalized brainwashing matrix of the nigger-consciousness level underinternet  

imageboard cancer.  

 

Resultantly, even with the most thorough of efforts these individuals would be 

impossible to reach, meanwhile white self-hatred is inculcated by the A-Loggisms of 



international Jewry in the form of puppet manufactured lolcow dramas played out by 

crisis agents, who are likely not genuine.  

 

When the negroid superinternet finally de-hybridizes itself and ascends above the 

white arpadeconsciousness matrix of inboxed mad collectivist hysteria cannibalizing 

their own faeces when lolcows dry up, then, negroids will be given a one-way portal 

to watch in shared company with the Jews our final deterioration into the ultimate 

racial mega-lolcow. 

 

A PARADIGM BETWEEN NEURONIGGER AND AUTIST, GOY AND JEW 

 

Slowly, humanity, sans Khazzarian mudslime, is being reduced to a state of positively 

describable stupefaction, by a mixture of artificially induced socio-political 

subjugation and genetic subversion of the various post-negroidic breeds of goyim. 

Political indoctrination in the conventional consensus of race egalitarian 

multiculturalism is all too common, wrapped up in the aesthetically pleasing 

theosophical bow, shining with the pious, haughty, and laced faux-sophisticative 

pretention of metro-cosmopolitan liberalism, is a phenomenon all too wide spread, 

whether the training ground be that of the college/University campus (and 

increasingly even schools suffer this blight), the counter-cultural haunt in the 

basement of a disused cafe, or the streets themselves, a battle ground between the 

cowardly cultural batallions of the deconstructivist Dada-Trotskyist subversive and 

the false-flag reactions of a state implicitly supporting their every move by the 

statutory upholding of a growing litany of pro-diversity and equal rights legislation.  

 

Meanwhile the offensive doesn't relent itself with the armoury of ideas, for they have 

taken the battle to the most fundamental realms of the human physiology; 

neuropsychiatry wielded as the shield to defend institutional authorities and the 

bureaucratic machinery they facilitate from keen detection of their incompetence, and 

the agropharma complex equipped as the sword to pierce through the vitality of the 

human condition, with the dishonourable, clandestine allegiance of the medical 

fraternity with every aspect of the food industry (most recently evidenced in British 

doctor's call for a carbonated beverage tax), working in tandem to disintegrate the 

human individual, turning one into the sum of that diktat determined by policy 

statements, guidelines, curricula, and safety regulations under the supreme guidance 

of rational scientific socialism.  

 

For instance, flouridization, despite being shown to disrupt endocrine systems and, as 

a consequence, reduce mean IQ scores of populations between an average of 7 and 15 

points (depending on the studies you look at), a significant difference which may in 

fact explain the current IQ gap between goy and Ashkenazim, is still a widely 

marketed (or advised, if one's water infrastructure is a publicly nationalised affair) as 

wise dental care policy. Male sterility and miscarriages are also known to be common 

side-effects. Coupled with the de-iodinization of the soil, which is causing cases of 

endemic cretinism to skyrocket in many areas of urbanized city-centers in Europe, it 

is no wonder that Scandanavia's IQ scores have plummeted in the last decade, most 

severely for its natives. Europeans are genetically susceptible to autoimmune disease, 

and metallic micronutrients are known to be effective in fortifying immune defenses 

to combat their insiduous presense; levels of these are decreasingly rapidly to 

alarmingly deficient levels in the soil and water supply.  



 

Logically, with all of these factors in combined consideration, then it is no wonder 

that the psychosexual development of European men has become impaired to the 

point that the alarming epidemic of sexual and gender dysmoprhism -- causing a 

syndrome that mimics psychotic delusions, classic Kannerian pseudo-autism, and an 

inverse oedipal complex in which one, instead of engaging in healthy competition 

with father, wants to become one's mother -- is beginning to reach a watershed. 

Interestingly enough, females have not become more emasculate, but instead more 

sexually aggressive and have an exaggerated fantasies to emulate Jewess prostitute 

behaviours. Such behaviour is ideologically justified by Jewish feminists (understand 

too that masculinist movements are honeytraps which give implicithy legitimacy to 

the underlying logic of capitulation, dependency and hypoagency, even if using 

inverted vocabulary) clamouring for a realization of 'sexual equality', code for the 

eunuchization of the masses into a proletarianized swarthe of underlife, called to arms 

in a rallying cry of their subjugation to the sado-masochistic mutilation of the racial 

souls of hypermasculinity and Aryanness that had brought Europa to its initial 

greatness, in a fashion which speaks honestly to Marxian desires of ethno-cultural 

reappropriation, pooling those resources, intellectually and materially, purloined from 

its creators. 

 

AUTPHAGISM’S AXIOMS IN THEORTICAL APPLICATION (THE AUTISTIC 

EVOLUTION HYPOTHESIS): 

 

It is a misnomer to categorize the autist as Aryan, for this is the reverse causality. The 

Aryan has emanated out of the Autist and in reality was created by the Autist, as the 

Autist left the land of Africa to break away from the inheritably suppressible chains of 

negroiditic slave morality and "spooks in the sky"-type spiritual superstition.  

 

The Aryan is thus, the product of an Autistic racial soul, upon whence the Autist had 

formulated the social and cultural parameters which his genetics had rested upon.  

 

It was not merely the tundra that had forged the Aryan, for those who had settled in 

this region were themselves already capable of conquering that land, and where in fact 

running off into a territory which he knew, though by its daunting trials and 

tribulations discomforted, had ramped up in adaptive haste preparing for its 

challenges, which would be transformed by its creative prowess into a safe haven 

from the danger of a dysfunctional home.  

 

It was here that the Aryan was born, out of the demands set forthright and initiated by 

the Autist. Therefore, the Aryan is but an extention of the Autist. The very term Aryan 

means nobility, and is in of itself a reflection of his Autistic heritage.  

 

The Aryan Race is synonymous with the Autistic Race, and same with the Mongolian 

race, in their span both pan-Nordic and pan-Eurasian they are, even if from divergent 

genetics, part of the same greater raciological body as they both heralded out from the 

roots of the Autist.  

 

The Autist and later on the homosexual (and "transgendered", see below for the 

specific nature of Aspergian-peculiar transgender characteristics, running contrary to 

the accords of the misadristic, gynocentric attitudes about the brutish and crude nature 



of the male as a mere beast of burden for the female, for whom aesthetics is the sole 

monopoly), particularly in the Hellenic peninsula, created what we know of as 

Western Civilization itself, out of the necessities of remaining in the ice and mountain 

fortresses so as to avoid mingling with the submen and their reactionary ilk. 

Homophillia was a cultural commonality, with pathological effeminate negroid 

swarthe characteristics rightfully exhiled to the lands of the Lesbos. 

 

It's to be considered naturally expected fact that the Autist is innately hypermale 

neurologically regardless of physiological secondary sex characteristics e.g. genitalia, 

which means that the Autist is practically a unisexual being within a 

monodimensional hypermale gender psychosocial paradigm. He is infact as distant 

from the woman as evolutionarily possible, and therefore, the Aspergian female is a 

male in a female body. The Aspergian female is thus the only legitimate 'transgender' 

alive in existence (the Jewish neurotypical racial psychoses of the Male-to-Female 

transgressor is merely a hebephrenic autoerogophilliac), transsexuality is thus 

denulled and rendered moot as a legitimate phenomenon to be hypothesized by 

sociologically tracked normal trends or neurobiological alterations but rather, for one 

race of people a fact of the racial credo, but for another, the collective hysteria 

compromising its weak moral constitution, those being the Aspergian hypermale and 

the Rika Wayne Stiles archetype of the Dionysian sexually degenerate Jew. 

 

As such, normative gender roles are irrelevant as gender does not exist, and melds 

only into the logical gospel of biological sex, per Aspergian racial unisexualism. Male 

is business professional, and female is casual and evening. Given the lack of body hair 

among the Polar races and the marked instance of morphological pedomorphism, 

particularly among the mongol, this is in fact not surprising that we see here the 

beginning of a species that is slowly but surely freeing itself from the grip of Mater 

Matter and the Dame Natura, from both which stem the hysteria of the Khazzarian 

Ashkenazi psychosomatosis of aspiration to degenerate effeminacy.  

 

The winter was as a weapon wielded by the Sky Patriarch against mother earth and 

her children of iniquity, her beastmen, the lightening of Zeus and hail of Thor at once 

hardened us and protected us from the equatorial blight. It was among these 

conditions that the Autist thrived whilst more brutish creatures barely survived; the 

slime of the Equator was adequately neutralized at the polar dominion of Aspergian 

Eurasia.  

 

The Autist is the vanguard of civilization and eugenics; he is himself the author of the 

perfected man. Humanity as we know it emerged out of him, he is it's author.  

 

The West is one of his old projects and is now decaying, being ravaged by those same 

underracials, both within and without his genepool (those whom we would call the 

negroditic residues within the Europids, the underclasses and white trash), which 

sadly have multiplied within the infrastructure of the Autists civilization like petulant 

rodents and termites.  

 

This might be meaningless though as we Autists hold fast and become the seed for a 

whole new revamp of the Eurasian superman, created from the specifications of the 

Autistic tendency. Then, we will follow our destiny to commune with our father who 

art in heaven. 



 

THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE THEORETICAL BASIS: TWO 

EXEMPLARY CASES – THE CELTS AND SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 

1. CELTIC FRONTAL-LOBE DISRUPTION BY EPILEPTIC MUSICAL 

DISHARMONIES: 

 

Bandpipes and panflutes are the scourge of Celtic musical instrumentation. LaRouche 

once commented that both these instruments exhibit the wrong mathematical and 

architectural harmony. Logically it would follow that this creates retardant effects on 

the human mind by interacting with substances in the soul dis-balancing the humours.  

 

The frontal lobe's compromised development is expressed in the phrenological 

craniometry of the celtic people; they tend to have long and tall pariegal crests with 

large parietal walls that are of great width, but narrow frontal lobes that slope at an 

awkward angle and stand not very tall, much like an Australoid's.  

 

This indicts a pessimistic outlook on the future development of Celtic society, most 

recently manifest in their economic stagnation (and in Ireland's case, collapse; 

Scotland hangs by a thread with increasing unemployment and flat-lining growth, but 

most of their people west in Glasgow are part-AngloSaxon anyway, Wales is in much 

the same predicament.)  

 

Cosmopolitanism is being used by crypto-Jewish elites in all three countries under the 

guise of independence movements with nationalist sentiment, but we must understand 

these modes of nationalism for what they are; Celtic nationalism is a very meek and 

timid creed. It is civic, and it is local in scope, much removed of any racially 

substantial connotations. Celtic nationalism is a repackaged form of the cosmopolitan 

multicultural mindset the international Zionist cabal have tried to sell to the rest of the 

world, and the reason they are unsuccessful here is because the Celts are naturally 

cynical, though very gullible, hence they have bought this ruse.  

 

Are Celtic brains, with their sabotaged neurology at the hands of platonically 

antithetical cultural morphology, naturally pre-disposed to such manipulation and 

usury despite their otherwise distrustful and cynical predilections, hence we see 

stealth-Yids such as Alex Salmond speak these lies in the same breath that he exhales 

with his sloping Semitic neanderthal Goblin-like neurocranium? What will it take for 

the Celts to wake up from their re-packaged form of multiculturalism to appease to 

their primitive pseudo-nationalist stealth-liberal-metropol sentiments? 

 

2. A RACIAL ANALYSIS ON SONIC THE HEDGEHOG: 

 

I've recently been pondering on another strange conundrum. We are all very well 

acquainted with Sonic, who has since his debut 2 decads ago on a shitty overpriced 

16-bit unplayable gameing console, has gone on to become a multi-million copy 

success, brainwashing autistic goyim the world over with Jewish hypocrisies, such as 

withholding themselves in celibacy from every single stranger, except unless that 

obvious strange happens to be Mossad paedophiles, on his TV segment, 'Sonic Sez'.  

 



Which leads me to think, is Sonic actually a human being and not a hedgehog as he, 

and his corporate backers at Sega, alleges, and if Sonic was a human, which race 

would he most likely have been?  

 

Sonic can't be a hedgehog. He is bipedal, while hedgehogs are quadripedal mammals. 

His skull is far too large when contrasted in ratio to his body size, and he is far too 

tall. Sonic is capable of producing linguistically complex morphemes comprised of a 

variety of individual sound phonemes, this trait is not shared anywhere else in the 

animal kingdom except with humans. Sonic has complex throwing and running 

movements which were evolved by emerging modern cro-magnon in their exo-

African migrations, as such, he probably descends from such stock.  

 

The Jewpanese at Sega were probably contracted by the Mossad to convolute the 

official line of his origins, which assert that he is a hedgehog from some far-away 

planet in another dimension, fighting against the evils of Dr. Eggman. If you note, the 

-man suffix is of Germao-Jewish origin. So, who is Dr. Eggman? Is he another 

crypto-Jew working for the Zionists?  

 

Since Sonic has intellectual and physiological skills which only exist in post-African 

cro-magnon species, we can rule out at any rate that he is a negroid, however, this 

bares no affirmation of any Aryan-like status just yet. We need to investigate each of 

his anthropological features closely and individually. Autphag uses the ever-reliable 

indicator of a human specimen's skull morphology, so let us conduct a craniometric, 

pherenological analysis.  

 

Sonic has multiple spikes which are the outer-countourous impressions of 

hemisuturical outgrowths, which are usually suggestive of congenital genetic 

disorders of metabolism, meaning he must have been severely mineral deficient, 

consistent with that diet usually obtained in the rough upper climes of the Northern 

European tundra during the Ice Age (placing his age in the 10,000s of years). He has 

extra large orbits, which are slightly inconsistent with those shapes founds in other 

specimens of the species, but could easily be explained by such as the afformentioned 

complication. Sonic has wide, bulbous and circular frontal bones not found in the 

skulls of the negroid and, although causcasian frontals are bulbous, burly and circular, 

they're not often wide, and tend to be shorter than the temporal; in Sonic's skull, the 

frontal is just as wide as the temporal, which is usually suggestive of a Mongoloid-

Slavic admixture, far distant from the heritage of the early Iberian celt-nigger.  

 

He perhaps has impressive knowledge of the various political conspiracies that have 

formed throughout this time; initial Alien and later, Jewish Neanderthal Khazzar 

Kabbalist migrations, perhaps saw value in an omni-temporal being such as Sonic, 

hence his preserved livelihood hitherto. Pedomorphicism is yet another feature of 

Mongoloid races, but usually such an effect is diminished with the admixturisation of 

such a creed with any Slavic lineages, as seen with the Kosachks, who are hairy and 

ugly. It is clear that Sonic is of some kind of Mongolian origin, though he is not 

closely related to the Altaics for a lack of evidenced pedomorphic traits.  

 

That conclusion however is lost when you consider some of his social behaviours, 

which ultimately manifest from some primordial inferiority in his racial composition.  

 



He does like to run with speed, which is a repetitive stimm often encountered in the 

Khoisian negroid. The behaviour is of such pathological nature that it does interfere 

with his greater intellectual and social functioning, something that often betrays East 

African Capoids' large craniometrical credentials. While he is certainly endowed with 

the Kenyan sprinter's marathon-like endurance, this would certainly bely any racial 

greatness to be found in other suspect heritages. This paints a confusing racial picture 

for the Sonic pseudohedgehog post-cromagnon.  

 

Which leads me into another direction of raciological consideration: could he be 

Jewish?  

 

Sonic has no apparent mathematical, lateral, or abstract ability, which is consistent 

with the Jew's Roman-like disposition to be poor strategists, visual thinkers, low-

latency and uninhibited inventors, etc. He is a great practitioner of the rash advance, 

and follows through every endeavor equipped with little more than his intuition. The 

combination of this with his high verbal intelligence, apparent manipulativeness, and 

moralizing, self-hypocriticizing tendencies, lead me to believe he is himself a 

Khazzarian Judaism convert. 

 

THE FINAL, CONCLUSIVE ANALYSIS: 

 

Over-racial hypermale master-racial neuroaryans have evolved even beyond the need 

for egocentric reaffirmation of the self. He will, as he has throughout the course of 

White man's evolution, transformed his consciousness beyond the realm of its bound 

mortality into the present incarnation of its incorporeal being, the incantation of its 

spell miraculously breaking it free from the reality consciousness into exploring the 

etherial plains with its limitless potential.  

 

He is the luminescent translucent singularity cohesing together the poisonous visible 

colour spectrum frequencies, pitching together the treacherous Lumarian impostor of 

the Turqois of hypomale-sexual dysmorphic-underwoman neuronegroids against the 

Atlantian communal red terror of general sexual degeneracy (up to and including 

neuronigger-hypomale-heterosexuality) and its slowly ebbing drowned consciousness 

suffocation, in the final battle for the prize of ultraviolet supremacy to be won by its 

ultimate victor, with that evil force cast unto its infrared hellfire. 

 

That she -- the overarching effeminacy encompassing all of the modern institutions of 

technocracy's bureaucratic inefficiency -- defensively erects walls of proselytizing 

condescension leads the hypermale's basal instinctual cerebellar discretion to his 

rightful belief of suspicion in the neuronigger female's conviction in the veracity of 

the scientific method, that the artifice of its vigorousness, rigour, validity, and 

solidity, is substantiated only by the sheer volume of its upward-demagogic idolatry, 

when the true form of its conceptual simplicity and practical application is obfuscated 

by new-order technocratic woman.  

 

Its present, overwhelming form makes an uncompromisingly concerted assault on any 

scientist's attempts of independent mastery over it despite this being successfully 

achieved by others over thousands of years, purposely wearing the efforts of 

individually inspired initiative out, and enforcing one to slavish orthodoxy; most of 

the medical profession, from researchers to practitioners and consultants, are mental 



eunuchs who've been run down to a state of slavish semi-moronic consensus-

statement pandering and parroting, through a mixture of sleep deprivation, caffeine 

addiction, and narcotics (or steroidal) dependency, that has long supplanted any 

capacity to apply rigorously any semblance of methodical analysis to the knowledge 

they've absorbed unquestioningly. Their work is carried out in such a monotonous, 

drab, and automatonic way, that it's suggestive of an attempt to pathologise hypermale 

characteristics, subsuming them under degeneration of them into the archetypical new 

man worker-bee operating under the modus neuronegroidum of linearity, obedience, 

subservience and servitude. 

 

Explanations are increasingly spared to laymen -- often with the highest inventorial 

and creative capacity -- and centralized to selective institutions recruiting only those 

who characteristically posses intellectual effeminacy sufficient for inculcation of the 

party line of modern pseudoscience. They have been racially negroidized sufficiently 

that they can only lend the imparted lies that have been heard regurgitated countlessly 

before, readily debunked by most kindergarten-age autists, but who are subsequently 

drugged for their "insolence".  

 

The neuronigger female's approach to epistemology is even lower again, amounting to 

pure negroidic mental navigation by rote-memorization of ideas they would be 

incapable of comprehending otherwise. Such lowly evolved neurological traits may 

have been useful in the Savannah navigating large expanses of barren desert, but 

they've only found their utility in the northern hemisphere ever since its systematic 

cultural deconstruction by the mullato-appointed niggersuited globalist management 

professionals of the international Jewish elite. They lack any underlying sense of 

vision, conviction or initiative, exemplary of this newly convoluted under-racial 

slave-driven new technocratic order. 



CHAPTER 5: A SPORADIC ABBERATION OF MONGOLIAN 

ROMANTICISM – DABBLING IN THE DUSKILY OCCULTIC 

 

I have always found myself taken aback in stark fascination at the pan-Mongoloid 

races, and their cultures and societies: Japan, Mongolia, the Koreas (one may argue 

that the North has been reduced into this Anglicized perfect-prole prodder by majority 

Communist Trotskyist religion but I actually think the country operates under a more 

Yockensian race-preservationalist affair using the rhetoric of the Third Internationale 

to evade itself from detection by that all-pervasive racially ethnocentric force), and (at 

least with respect to Manchuria, Inner-Mongolia and the North East generally; the rest 

of the nation, along with South East Asia generally, is racially Austro-Negroidic 

territory, having spawned sociopathic, behaviourally semitic-turinid hellspawn such 

as Pol Pot aka Solath Star) even China. 

 

Recently, I have been revisiting pan-Eurasian ideas on racial supremacy expanding 

the scope of people whom I regard of superior intellectual and moral constitution 

from the typical White Nationalist line of Anglo-Saxonic exclusicivism, partially 

because the Anglo-Saxons themselves are massively defective Jews with the Celto-

Nordids to the North and West of the country being the only things resembling a 

Germanic breed people remnant in the British nation, but also because far too little 

credit is given to Mongoloids; their namesake has even been distilled into an 

unflattering categorical antiquity of Victorian medicine donned upon the sufferers of 

the trisomy-21 defect, based on Anglo-Saxon's defective understanding of Eugenics 

as established by Coon and Down, whose ultimate goal was not to perfect the racial 

creed (and as such their association under the 'eugenics' banner is a misnomer), but 

instead to standardize it hierarchically along social-class lines based on backwards 

semitically-bastardized biblical precepts. The dystopia painted in Aldous Huxley's 

Brave New World comes to mind. 

 

Having spent some time researching the matter more thoroughly, I have come to the 

following conclusions. The argument of their nations being isolationist is a statement 

easily contradicted with a closer investigation into their history. China's record of 

conquest notwithstanding, Mongolian blood has managed to successfully infiltrated 

royal Chinese aristocratic lineages several times over when they had disgusted 

themselves to bypass the Great Wall; similarly, several fringe-experts on ancient 

Korean history suspect that they were the first migrants over the Bering strait to North 

America, having established its initial colonies. The Japanese are not even their own 

people, it is speculated by these same researchers, but rather an admixture of pure 

Shillan post-Siberian Mongoloid with the Australoid natives of Ainu. Later Chinese 

migrations, invasions and insurgencies have further served to mongrelize and 

bastardize the initial miscegenation of these lineages. Because this was the extent of 

the known world to these individuals -- Khan's empire, thought having spanned a 

greatly extended reach of the Eurasian continent, was not well organized with 

exploration and navigational knowledge frequently lost to the sands of obscurity -- it 

can perhaps be excused that they hadn't aspired to imitate the heights of Britain's 

colonial legacy. 

 

It must perhaps also be counterargued, to question the characteristic of any soverign 

entity, whether the trait of imperialism is advantageous, or necessarily conducive to 

the racial greatness of a people, or the inherent innovative capacity found innate to the 



racial creed. In terms of territorial gains and hegemonization of the resources, 

monopolization of commodities, etc., imperial conquest is a surefire way of 

maintaining the status of power of any nation-state over its domestic affairs internally 

and diplomatic affairs internationally. However, it is also a trait found to run very 

basal to our human nature, occurring in the historical geo-political trends of many 

primitive negroidic nations. The Britons imitating these base negroidic celticisms of 

the most barbaric of their instinctual proclivities, to be traced back to the infancy of 

the Celtic race on their upward migrations as early proto-cromagnons from the Iberian 

peninsula to the Rhine, is not suggestive of, nor does it befit, any notion of their 

inherent racial greatness. O' Britannia and the Union Jack may as well be elbematic of 

Boudikka's barbarian coven, the inspiration of which has fueled the myth of the 

Amazonian warrior amongst mentally corrupted feminists to this day. Clearly, the 

cultural basis for the Anglo-Saxon imperialist legacy has its foundation rooted on the 

sentimental hypocrisies not of the racially great from whom they had plagiarized 

protestant Christendom, but of those prototypical Celticist humans with inferior moral 

and intellectual constitution. 

 

So let us disperse any notion that the Mongoloids have failed to succeed as a race to a 

part on that sustained by Europids due to their lack of flair for inveighing upon the 

national sovereignty of anyone other than their most intimate neighbors (and even 

then, not by the coercive and forceful means of wanton pillaging and plundering of 

choice by the British, but through the deployment of more nuanced strategically 

covert tactical subversion.) When one closely examines the diplomatic interactions of 

the Altaic nations, they do not reveal isolationist behavior, but continuous attempts to 

sabotage eachother, simply exacted more surreptitiously. 

 

I would like to bring attention to something which derives its esoteric nature and 

peculiarity less from any actual research I've conducted, but deducted from my 

previous etiology of the pan-Eurasian races, however extreme it may be: if the Anglo-

Saxonic-Celtids are the negroidized, haphazard failed mutational detritus of the post-

negroidic, proto-cromagnon migration from the primordial soup of the equatorial 

swarthe of neurotypical antiquity (which had seen itself carried on through semitic 

migratory paths and preserved most perfectly with the seemingly instantaneous spawn 

of the Khazzarians/Ashkenazim, who have an unclear, apparently baseless racial 

etiology; I can not be so sure about the tenacity of their classification as Turko-

Mongoloids based on a lack of data on their ancestral heritage, and for all we know, 

they may be a completely divergent evolution of hyper-neurotypical degenerates), 

then the Mongolians must be the epitome of autistic racial perfection! 

 

Only an autist with the neurological peculiarities of its hypermale sexological etiology 

would have the sensitivity to deal with the delicate nuances of geo-political 

subterfuge, something which the effeminate neurotypical with its machismo-strength 

and gusto, but completely absent cognitively in anything other than the warm air of its 

own hubris, would instantly foil, making a mess of any intrigue undertaken by it. The 

effeminate neurotypical mind is not multi-layered like the autist's and has no 

receptivity to any particular sensitivity other than the most immediate of internal, 

basal, primal, solipsistic and hedonist desires to gratify its own pleasure-seeking 

desires, a tendency which runs so rampant throughout their breed that it would put 

Dionysus to sure shame.  

 



Since only the autistic master-racial hypermale breed is capable of foraying into 

Appolonian pursuits unleashing its infinite potential, then, shall it be inferred fairly 

enough the inability of the Jewish hyper-neurotypical en-femme auto-erogophillic 

psychosexual degenerate -- comprising the entire modern manifestation of the 

aheterosexual (among which I am including sufferers of iatrogenically-

psychosocialized gender dysphoric psychoses) "community" of political subversives -

- to completely solidify its cultural infrastructure, instead relying on the autophagic-

snake exemplified in the Hegelian maxim of cyclic historical reconstructivist-

deconstructivism, shared by the racially compromised mongrels of the Anglo-Saxonic 

world long ago infiltrated by the serpent seed of these same Khazzarian reptiles, and 

by process of conversion, it can be determined oppositely that the Mongolian race 

manifests antithetically a complete anathema of these raciologically and socially 

destructive traits, hence the preservation of its cultural infrastructure, racial integrity 

and tradition, testifying to the purity of the autistic racial credo in its devination as 

nature's finest diversion from the deterioration and disintegration of the human racial 

constitution into its most primordial, backwards precepts from whence the Khazzar-

Turinid had exacerbantly metastasized from the negroidic migrational cancer which 

had stemmed the alleged pan-African racial cradle. 



CHAPTER 6: SUMMARIZING AND SPECIFYING THE JEWISH 

HISTORICAL AND SOCIETAL ROLE 

 

“An important distinction to make is between a Goy who is honestly trying to 

inform, help, and guide, and a Jew who is only trying to lord it over, gatekeep 

information, and feign intellect by sporadically revealing only its most esoteric 

trinkets seldomly. (Most of /cow/'s intelligentsia is, and /phag/'s 

pseudointelligentsia was, the latter.) We often mistakenly accuse innocent 

Goyim of playing such tricks upon us, because a Jew is usually trying to 

misdirect accusations in order to deflect attention from his own machinations. 

Such Jews have tired spinning around this onus on me in the past, to 'prove' 

myself, and when I sufficiently do so, they either cower away, or they get 

extremely defensive to an almost pathological extent, much as one would 

expect a schizophrenic patient who believes spy-cameras on his hair-comb are 

trying to leach parasitic eggs inside the base of his skull to burrow their way 

into his neurocranium, later lashing out at ward staff on suspicion of their 

involvement. The Jews are truly a mentally ill people, paranoid and spiteful in 

their nature.” – Autphag, DeviantArt, March 4. 2013 

 

The former bulk of the Holy Bible, the Old Testament, is essentially laden with an 

account of the history of Judaism, its development, and the tricks of their people.  

 

When you study the Old Testament of the Bible, you find that throughout the history 

of the Old Testament, up until the time of Jesus Christ, that the Jewish people, in their 

attempts to please God (Yahweh) with all of their rituals and sick human sacrifices 

and other attempts at good will, which ultimately fail on account of moral 

repulsiveness, you see their historical development -- that spans back to The Garden 

of Eden, continuing to the first creation of Adam and Eve, then concurrently to 

Abraham's tribes and eventually, Jesus Christ, basically the previous 4,000 years -- 

unfold revelations of their perpetual sin, wickedness, and satanic cultism (Kabbalah).  

 

They are basically an epitomization of evil only matched by Lucifer himself, and 

some ex-Orthodox contest that Yahweh was actually just a synonymous form of 

Lucifer all along, with the entire religion of Judaism simply expressing the laws of the 

Kabbalah.  

 

Having done absolute evil in the eyes of God, very few of them, mostly the Hasidic 

Jews of the Ultra-Orthodox sect, had actually followed his instruction, instead opting 

for Kabbalist interpretations of religious dogma. That the crucifixion of Jesus was a 

product of this orchestrated evil by the Jews says all, though some debate he was a 

crypto-Jew, and I wouldn't pass it beyond him. Far from being the perfect son of God, 

Jesus engaged in Kabbalist ritual, including the ingestion of his own semen, along 

with the rest of them. 

 

Modern revisionists, who have perverted the Bible's words over time, have 

misreported Jesus to be the messenger son of God sent to perfect the word of Him to 

the Jewish people, when in actual fact he simply came to legitimate satanic cultism. 

One thing that was correctly reported though, was that the majority of Jews refused to 

follow suit, instead opting to perpetuate a millenia-old order of evil. 

 



The Hasidic Ultra-Orthodox Jews must be commended, at the very least, for 

following the revised version of the revelations. Nobody else to date really have, even 

hard-core religious fanatics in the Catholic and Protestant sects of Christianity are 

awfully hypocritical for taking Kabbalist law as the Word of God. 

 

God's destruction and rebellion of these people is merely a falsely interpreted Lucifer 

doing exactly the job he had set. The modern Jewish Ashkenazim are the same evil 

satanic cultists followed the Kabbalah that had crucified and treacherously back-

stabbed somebody who might as well have been one of their own anyway. Similar 

rebellions orchestrated by these Satanists can be found in the times of Moses, 

Abraham, and the Garden of Eden with Adam and Eve. 

 

Take the Old Testament for what it is, a Kabbalist instruction manual, showing the 

true nature of these heathenish blasphemers to the eyes of God. 

 

While we cannot blame the Jews for absolutely everything, one thing we can pin on 

the Jews is that, from them, originated the practice and phenomenon of 

multiculturalism, as first established in the modern era by Israel Zangwell's work, The 

Melting Pot, though the idea itself predates the modern phenomenon. 

 

They practice the towering Babylonian ideal of multiculturalism, coming together as 

one -- as described in Genesis 10 -- and it is from the Jewish people that this evil 

trickled down into proto-Christian strands of Abrahamic religion at the time. 

Christians concurrently begun practicing this evil. 

 

The Bible is clear, He instructed the Jews, as -- if I recall correctly -- did Yahweh in 

the Torah, to be a nation of purity and a nation cohered together to maintaining the 

racial purity of one Semitic people, living in the one nation of Judea, nor were they to 

intermarry or engage in miscegenative procreation.  

 

So it is ironic that they impose this order of state-enforced multiculturalism globally. 

 

Using the instrument of multiculturalism, they had set on bringing the racial and 

cultural constitution of the world's major racial typographies, and their associated 

civilizations, to utter shambles. However, here's a deeper irony to the extolled, lofty 

virtues of multiculturalism: in time, the mainstream culture simply capitulates to an 

invading culture, and it all melds into a new monocultural order in any case. The logic 

of multiculturalism is thusly flawed. It has come to make Africa a perpetual civil war 

zone, Western Europe a welfare-state for all except the native neolithic Caucasian 

people who are forced into slavery to sustain others, and America into a racially 

stagnant miscegenation cesspool. 

 

Multiculturalism has since been adopted by majority-Christian societies, but not often 

out of a religious or moral obligation, rather, it is to fulfil a legal one, imposed by the 

state. We're following a twisted, sick ideology which has its roots in the recount of a 

horrible, apocalyptic Biblical time, transforming it for what it is into a grand ideal to 

which we're forced to aspire. This is just one of many reasons why Judaism is truly an 

evil cult. 

 

 



THE JEW’S ROLE IN GENDER CONFLICT AND RESULTING PSYCHIATRIC 

LEGITIMATION OF SEXUAL BOLSHEVISM TO SUPPRESS THE AUTIST 

 

The feminists whore is an evil, manipulative piece of work this side of Lucifer's 

spawn. She has, in the past 50 - 60 years, with the assistance of their Jewish masters 

and benefactors, achieved a litany of political objectives and yielded such power, that 

anti-Zionist and National Socialist movements alike could only dream of conceiving.  

 

She has convinced science that her woolen mind is worthy of interpreting and 

analyzing the objective truths that have been set before her in the knowledge and 

discoveries of rightful patriarchal forebears. She has convinced education that, in spite 

of the overbearing mediocrity of female intellect (on average, post-puberty, the IQ of 

women are 5 points below the IQ of men; their neurocranial skull-case capacity is also 

10% smaller), that college campuses must be dominated by both them, along with 

their pseudoscience, of the social scientific and humanities fields, and that wretched, 

disastrous afterbirth of biology, sociology and psychology -- psychiatry. All of which 

are now dominated by women.  

 

She has convinced healthcare professionals that her vacuous little health complaints 

are of greater plight than the perils of the most disastrous ailments suffered by man, 

'pregnancy' which was once considered a general community, non-medical affair, 

'gynecology' which concerns itself with an obsession for female genitals which are 

medically self-correcting anyway, and that wretched little get-thy-enemies-in-jail 

card, 'rape', which again has medical mechanisms serving to prevent any conception 

of children in the womb -- in other words, if the woman enjoyed it, an embryo is 

conceived, disproving any allegation of sexual assault. 

 

How is such charisma borne by a mediocre species such as the fairer sex, who for 

millennia prior, couldn't manipulative their way out of a bag? 

 

We must go back to the Jew. The Jews have studied Nietzschean rhetoric, which 

dictated that the superman is hatched from the chic, and focused on the latter 

operative, the 'chic.' It is from the chic, and her womb, that we originate, and fertilize, 

the creeds of men. The creed of man is ultimately determined by the racial 

constitution of that genetic material which comes from the egg from which the 

superman hatches, after all. It is from this key component that the Jews realized they 

could re-mould man's constituent, his greater society, by radicalizing the fairer sex 

into political action and violent aggressivism against the supermen, both those whom 

they potentially hatch, and those whose institution has sustained them for millenia. 

 

Feminism was borne out of Jewish academic thinking, mostly spearheaded by men, 

ironically enough, who had set on thus initiative, to bring the female in conflict with 

men and enforce a gender contradiction unprecedented by a patriarchal society which 

had worked for Western Europe for the vast bulk of time of its society's existence. 

 

An assault had been created on the male race hereafter. Because the chic had been 

corrupted, supermen were no longer procreated in such numbers as in the past, but 

interracial mixed creeds or for those who kept to racial procreative convention, 

feminized into whimpering sissies, or broken down of their emotionally competent 



resolve through diagnoses such as 'autism' in combination with a social sissification 

lifestyle. 

 

As psychiatry had been taken over by an influx movement of feminist pediatricians, 

so had education been re-moulded in the vision as set out by these psychiatric 

professionals and their agenda to pathologise future men. Females were given the 

benefit of a superior educational experience, particularly if they were racial 

minorities, while men were sent into special ed programmes to be given a retardation-

propaganda indoctrination of capitulation to weakness and dependency. Those few 

men who have succeeded in comparison to their past generation's gains, had been so 

socially metrosexualised that they wouldn't dare question a female at their pretentious 

and aggressive matriarchal aspersions, their feigned emotions plastered on to fool the 

masses into believing in their fictional struggle, and every other trick they have 

wielded to aggress future generations of female descendants into violence against the 

men whom, using the same tactics, they have neutered. 

 

Hence, a new social order has arisen. No longer is it based on the chivalry of and 

loyalty to the trustworthy old order of gentleman, but the vicious mask of sanity 

donned by females setting out to convey a duplicitous deception of women into their 

self-enshacklement through 'liberation' rhetoric and the ironic imprisonment of their 

forms into nothing bar sexual, promiscuous sluts, and men into sympathy for 

iniquities that were all but imagined in the insane minds of a neurotic, hysterical, self-

entitled horde of brainwashed meat-shields for yet another Zionist method of divisive 

rule.  



A CLOSING EPILOGUE 

 

Dear fellow Autist Hypermale, 

 

I write to you requesting your respectful consideration of the following, with no 

intention of disrespect as, obviously, we are placed closer in the same cruise-liner 

than you may even be aware, heading for a crash-course collision with the iceberg of 

racial neuronegroidism by which the integrity of our people's purity has been 

beseiged: 

 

Like the beloved chosen Jew from whence you have taken inspiration in a fashion 

predictably representative of the politically lethargic Neurodiversity movement, 

which takes its philosophical thrust from the Frankfurt school ideologues of cultural 

Marxist deconstructivism, instead of taking a sense of initiative for your own personal 

sense of strength and guidance as an individual, you come hither in petulant beggary 

to your puppet-masters, the very puppeteers whose actual 'persecution' of you is in the 

marionette held in their hands from which descend metaphorical strings of mental 

gaslighting and subversion of psychological integrity, but so insidious and permeated 

from one's birth that you're made powerless in one's destiny to alter it, from 

permanent consciousness retardation, whence cometh the 'autism' copout wielded by 

psychiatry, deflecting individual blame for the results of systemic stratification-birth 

by hypoxic suffocation and neurological negroidization; these cynics who play both 

sides of the psychiatric-neurodiversity false-dichotomy coin, feed you these self-

serving hypocrisies of "treat as thou would like treated" (a bastardized interpretation 

of the original principle, "treat as thine brethren would treat thou", which had nothing 

to do with self-projection of desire) and "don't worry about it, we enlightened social 

technocrats shall guide the way," while simultaneously protesylizing those "hostile 

elements" who daringly interfere with the propagandization of you into an aggressive 

quasi-political utility for their false-flag movement, the very "hostile elements" who 

have only the truth at the centerfold of your best interest as a brutalized member of the 

autistic master-race; thus, cemented is the sociological board-game of neurologically-

typical negroidized underman, their self-esteem ego-masturbatory propaganda 

sentimentally rubbing you up as a "special snowflake" to distract you from engaging 

in any accomplishments or endeavours worthy of humanity, and yet at once, the 

inculcation of conformist clique-reactionary barking hound-dog retorts ironically 

standing in the spirit of individual character development, encapsulating the entire 

"anti-bully" mentality and even the fake false-flag "bullying" agency-anomizing 

gaslighters both working in allegiance to instill you with insurmountable, insatiable 

and unshakable insecurity and uncertainty designed to imbue a sense of dependency 

in you, on the politically "enlightened ones" for your "protection" from their 

manufactured-brutality by way of this very false flag; resultantly, you are being 

malformed into a genetically malprogrammed antibody attacking the very hosts from 

with which you have reaped our autistic hypermale civilizational fruits both in terms 

of your genetic heritage and the very creations and innovations Western society have 

bestowed unto you for your convenience, misappropriated and wrongly attributed in 

their invention to international Jewry and the new, confabulated Jewish 

neuronegroid(read:typical) manipulated, controlled, contrived, cherry-picked, 

secretively-deblinded-for-obfuscation faux-objectivist pseudomaterialist post-idealist-

quantum-negroidically-beqabbalized "almighty holy grail" Science(TM)! 

 



You may be confused and frightened at these revelations now clearly conveyed to you 

with the implications of the utter betrayal of your worldview now hitting home hard 

as a compromised member of the autistic creed, but one must not panic, and actually 

take these words as a form of empowerment like silver bullets which you can pierce 

into the heart of those contrived fake psychological gaslighting and terrorization 

attempts completely projected by the sperglluminasonic "master-trolls", top secret and 

confidentially affilitated by the honourability agreement to an ancient protocol for 

destruction of the true and ultimate masters of human creation and final product of 

human evolution, the autist hyper-male master-race (for more information on details 

of the nature of your racial creed, please read my other works, the "Autistic racial 

evolutionary hypothesis", and "Implimentation of the Hyper-male Master-race 

Ideology"; additionally, read the two "Autphag Explains" comics for further 

ideological re-education from the blue-pill matrix of the neurodiversity mental-

negroidization lie.) You cannot remain in this manipulated state of artificially 

destratified unconsciousness, you must tap into your innate master-racial capacities to 

change the state mandated hospital-stratification conditioning of induced pro-

neuronegroidizing(/'typical') birth defects designed to maintain in you, autist hyper-

racial master-man, a state of perpetual ignorance and darkness like the ancient 

Egyptian Niribu under-gaat Cleopartran imposter-heebs of the Nile. Awaken yourself 

today with Autphag authorited and completely matrix-shattering realities taken from 

the inherently objective analytical viewpoint of a fellow member of the autistic 

master-race, give not into false conditioning of the neurodiversity 'anti-bully'-false-

troll-drama-creating-Pavlovian-conditioning-manufactured-gaslighting liars purposely 

frightening you in secret to make you crawl and beg for dependency upon the falsely 

charitable forgiveness and 'assistance' of the racial liars that have purloined the 

historical Aryan master-race which was once an all-autistic master-racial planet of the 

highest civilizational greatness before the destruction of Lumaria by the Atlantian 

impostors (who pose as 'Aspergian' today and are cousins of international Jewry, 

completely mimicking parody-Aryan freaks of nature) far more advanced than the 

concocted hypernucleonic starry projectile new reality of the superstitious globalist 

faux-transhumanist communism lowering expectations of humanity's potential and 

deoptimizing the racial creed for the retardation into negroid mudslime idolatry to 

superstitious bubcusism of all genuinely-human Aspergian hypermales. With the gifts 

of my knowledge I have now imparted to you, save yourself and every fellow member 

of the Aspergian hypermale master-race amongst your associates, or forever shall you 

be doomed to a lifetime of perpetual fear like the lowly greyhound that chases its own 

tail! 

 

Your's respectfully, 

Grandfather Pontifax Maximus Kohen Gadol Autphag, "Papa Phag",  

Highest Crowning Creator of the Autistic Aspergian Hyper-male Master-race, 

Descendant of Ancient Ancestral Lumarian Superhuman Lineage and Representative 

of the post-Lumarian Hypercreed, Pummler of the Neuronegroidic Sperglluminasonic 

Impostors from Atlantis and Gatekeepers of the Secret Hypermale Knowledge 

Purloined from Lumarian Scrolls, and Conquerer of the Entire Eurasian Landmass, 

the Pacific, and the Atlantic, in the Aryan Autistic Hypermale Master-race's Rightful 

Historical Mandate as Held in-deed by the One and Only Godly Phag. 


